PROPOSED
Salmon Recovery Funding Board Meeting Agenda
May 25, 2011
Natural Resources Building, Room 172, Olympia, WA 98504
Time: Opening sessions will begin as shown; all other times are approximate.
Order of Presentation:
In general, each agenda item will include a presentation, followed by board discussion and then public comment. The
board makes decisions following the public comment portion of the agenda item.
Public Comment:
If you wish to comment at a meeting, please fill out a comment card and provide it to staff. Please be sure to note on
the card if you are speaking about a particular agenda topic. The chair will call you to the front at the appropriate time.
You also may submit written comments to the Board by mailing them to the RCO, attn: Rebecca Connolly, Board
Liaison at PO Box 40917, Olympia, WA 98504 or at rebecca.connolly@rco.wa.gov.
Special Accommodations:
If you need special accommodations to participate in this meeting, please notify us by May 18, 2011 at
360/902-0220 or TDD 360/902-1996.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2011

OPENING AND WELCOME
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order
• Determination of Quorum
• Technology – Check on electronic notebook
• Introduction of New Members
• Review and Approval of Agenda (Decision)
• Approval of March 2011 Meeting Minutes (Decision)

Chair

MANAGEMENT AND PARTNER REPORTS (Briefings)
9:05 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

1. Management Status Report
a. Director’s Report
b. Financial Report
c. Legislative Update
d. Policy Report
e. Work Plan and Performance Update (Written report only)
2. Salmon Recovery Management Reports
a. Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office
b. Monitoring
c. Grant Management
•
Follow-up report: 2011 Project Conference
•
Presentation of Projects of Note

10:15 a.m.

General Public Comment: Please limit comments to 3 minutes

10:45 a.m.

BREAK
Board members to gather for group photo

Kaleen Cottingham
Steve McLellan

Phil Miller
Ken Dzinbal
Brian Abbott
Salmon Section Staff
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11:00 a.m.

3. Reports from Partners
a. Council of Regions Report
b. Lead Entity Advisory Group Report
c. Regional Fisheries Enhancement Groups
d. Board Roundtable: Other Agency Updates

Noon

LUNCH – Meals will be provided for board members

12:30 p.m.

Staff Recognition

Steve Martin
Barbara Rosenkotter
Lance Winecka
SRFB Agency Representatives

Board Chair

Decision: Recognize Staff via Resolution 2011-02

12:35 p.m.

4. Budget Update
a. State Operating and Capital Budgets, 2011-13
b. Federal Budget, Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012

Steve McLellan

BOARD DECISIONS
1:00 p.m.

5. Funding Allocation Decisions
a. SRFB Framework and Historical Funding: Projects, Monitoring, Capacity
b. Scope of Work and Funding Considerations for Regions and Lead Entities
c. Funding Scenarios within SRFB Framework and Budget

Megan Duffy
Brian Abbott
Phil Miller
Lloyd Moody
Megan Duffy
Brian Abbott

Comments from regions (15 minutes total)
Comments from lead entities (15 minutes total)
Other public comment (10 minutes total)
2:45 p.m.

BREAK

3:00 p.m.

Item 5, Funding Allocation Decisions, Continued
Board Discussion
Decision: Set Target 2011 Grant Round Funding Amount
Decision: Approve Funding Level and Term for Lead Entity Contracts
Decision: Approve Funding Level and Term for Regional Organization Contracts

3:45 p.m.

6. Monitoring Contract Approval: Intensively Monitored Watersheds

4:30 p.m.

ADJOURN

Ken Dzinbal

DRAFT

SALMON RECOVERY FUNDING BOARD SUMMARIZED MEETING AGENDA
AND ACTIONS, MARCH 2, 2011
Agenda Items without Formal Action
Item

Follow-up Actions

Management Report
Salmon Recovery Management Report

Staff follow-up regarding eligible project types: August
Staff follow-up regarding farmland notification policy: May
No follow up action required.

Reports from Partners

No follow up action required.

State of the Salmon in Watersheds, 2010 Report

Board had general suggestions for the 2012 report. Staff to
follow up with board members during scoping discussions for
that report.

State and Regional Salmon Recovery Funding
Strategy
Preliminary Discussion Regarding Funding and
Scopes of Work for Lead Entities and Regions in
2011-13 Biennium

Need to come back with historical picture, qualified for what
has changed; funding from the different sources

Agenda Items with Formal Action
Item

Formal Action

Follow-up Actions

Minutes

APPROVED as presented

None

Recognizing the Service of
Steve Tharinger

APPROVED a resolution recognizing the service of
Steve Tharinger.

Staff to send the resolution
to Mr. Tharinger

Designate New
Subcommittee Member(s)

APPROVED a motion appointing Bud Hover to the
subcommittee

None
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SALMON RECOVERY FUNDING BOARD SUMMARY MINUTES
Date:

March 2, 2011

Place: Room 172, Natural Resources Building, Olympia, WA

It is intended that this summary be used with the notebook provided in advance of the meeting. A recording
is retained by RCO as the formal record of meeting.

Salmon Recovery Funding Board Members Present:
Bud Hover, Chair
David Troutt
Harry Barber

Okanogan County
DuPont
Washougal

Melissa Gildersleeve
Sara LaBorde
Carol Smith
Mike Barber
Craig Partridge

Department of Ecology
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission
Department of Transportation
Department of Natural Resources

Opening and Welcome
Chair Bud Hover called the meeting to order at 9:01 a.m. and a quorum was determined.

•

The Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) approved the agenda as presented. Kaleen
reminded the board that Item #6 had been removed.

David Troutt moved to adopt the December minutes as presented in the notebook.
Seconded by:
Harry Barber
Motion: APPROVED

Management and Partner Reports
Management Status Report
Director’s Report: Kaleen Cottingham noted the legislation to consolidate the natural resource
agencies, and said that the deputies were working on transition issues in case it passes. She also
noted that the legislation to end the board had passed out of committee without the Salmon
Recovery Funding Board. Finally, she noted that they would submit the 2011 grant request to PCSRF
on March 2. The request includes one proposal for $30 million (the maximum grant amount), and
another for the status quo amount ($27.5 million).
Legislative and Budget Update: Steve McLellan discussed three legislative issues:
• The consolidation bill (5669) in more detail, including its current status, effective date,
perceived savings, and scope. Some of the original agencies (e.g., Conservation Commission)
have been removed, and the name has been changed. The Senate is looking for more savings
from the change than the Governor had proposed; the cut may cause larger program
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•
•

eliminations. There is a possibility that even if the bill does not pass, the legislature may still
want to realize the savings.
The boards and commissions bill in the House; there is some discussion that the board may
still be eliminated.
The Invasive Species Council bill is moving along well in both houses.

On the budget, the March forecast is expected to be low again, but there is little factual information
at this point. If it does go down, it will sharply affect the bonding capacity in the capital budget, which
is already lower than in was in the Governor’s budget. There appears to be no capacity beyond what is
needed for K-12 schools. Most of the legislative staff questions have focused on the Washington
Wildlife and Recreation Program (WWRP). The Partnership just provided a required report to the
Legislature, which put salmon funding as a top priority. Finally, there is increasing concern about
reduced federal funding over the next two years. For PCSRF, the President’s budget has $65 million.
The House proposed continuing resolution cut it to $50 million; the end result is likely somewhere in
that range. With regard to match issues, staff is monitoring the situation and will bring back more in
May.
Finally, he highlighted the land acquisition issue that was in the Governor’s budget. It does not appear
that it would extend beyond state agencies. That is, acquisitions by nonprofits would be allowed. He
also noted that there are efforts to reduce the capital budget over time by reducing the debt limit.
Policy Report: Steve noted that Dominga Soliz was working on the farmland notification policy. She
and the lead entities will be sending out a survey to find out how the districts already are involved.
This will be a briefing in May for a narrower policy decision.
Megan Duffy gave an update on the work regarding expansion of eligible project types. Staff has
worked with WDFW to gain a better understanding of hatchery funding. WDFW indicated that there
was a total of approximately $62 million for hatchery funding in the 2009-2011 biennium, most of
which is directed to operations, with a small amount directed to maintenance. The trend over the past
ten years has been reductions in hatchery funding. Hatchery reform funds have come from PCSRF
and the Mitchell Act; both of these sources and their funding levels are uncertain in the future. WDFW
estimates that they have approximately $250 million in hatchery reform projects. Megan reported that
the Evergreen Funding Consultants report identified monitoring as the biggest gap in non-capital
funding for salmon recovery efforts. Staff is recommending that the board postpone a decision on
whether to direct staff to do more work until August. By then, there will be more certainty around
PCSRF and state funding levels and the board will likely have full membership.
Salmon Recovery Management Reports
Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office: Phil Miller, Executive Coordinator, reviewed the report in the
advance materials (Item 3A); he noted that many of the topics would be covered in more detail during
the afternoon. He reviewed the attachment, which summarized the findings of the regions’ annual
performance reviews. In particular, he noted their significant achievements, obstacles, and upcoming
milestones. He noted that the detailed report is available on request.
Member Troutt asked if the regions are successful in pulling in funds that are different from those that
the board is familiar with (e.g., foundations) and what the amount is. Phil responded that the answer is
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part of the presentation they would get in the afternoon, but the total in recent years has been about
$120 million per year in capital and non-capital funding.
Chair Hover asked where Oregon and Idaho are at with salmon recovery, compared to Washington,
and how that affects our ability to be successful. Phil responded that the other states are catching up,
but that they have different models. He acknowledged that we are interdependent. Hover and Miller
also discussed the role of tribes and watershed groups in the process.
Member Smith asked whether the old and new regional recovery plans (Snake and LCFRB) were
compared, when the plans were revised. Phil responded that it was part of the process. They have not
completed longer-term monitoring work, but did incorporate new information through adaptive
management.
Member Partridge asked if he could summarize any information about the changing role of the SRFB.
Phil noted that Megan Duffy asked questions about the role of the board during the interviews.
Megan noted that several regions articulated a gap in overall statewide salmon recovery policy, and
thought that the board might have a role in filling that gap. There are many questions about how the
role of the board can evolve along with the roles of the regions. She clarified that the “gap” likely
referred to all-H integration and the larger picture of how all salmon recovery efforts fit together
around the state. Kaleen noted that move of the GSRO to RCO from the Governor’s Office was likely
a key factor in the articulation of a gap; the Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office no longer drives
policy, so who does?
Monitoring Forum: Kaleen noted that Ken will become an employee of the Partnership in July, but
that the RCO will keep him as the monitoring advisor for the board. Ken noted that he is still the
coordinator of the Forum. The final meeting is March 30. They are working on a commitment to
continue monitoring on an appropriate scale into the future. They will meet as the need arises to
address specific issues. Another piece they are working on is a letter to capture the Forum’s
experience and accomplishments over the past few years. They also have a number of ideas that the
chair thought should be captured in the event that forum is recreated in the future.
For the board, the ongoing question will be where the board goes for advice on prioritization of
monitoring ideas and proposals in the future. This has been a key role of the forum in the past few
years. He suggested that this would be a good discussion for the board.
Grant Management: Brian Abbott noted that Manual 18 was now available, and gave the board an
update on the project conference, scheduled for April 26 and 27. He noted the purpose of the
conference is to provide an opportunity for sponsors to share information and improve the projects.
They are planning for 500 people. He discussed the keynote speakers and conference highlights,
noting that the information is online. He encouraged board members to attend.
Grant managers Tara Galuska, Kat Moore, and Mike Ramsey highlighted the features and benefits of
four projects of interest.

•

Morse Creek Channel Restoration, 08-1843R and 09-1519R: Tara noted that this project had
multiple partners for funding and implementation, including WWRP for the site acquisition. She
noted that this was the largest board-funded project she had worked with on the Olympic
Peninsula. It created over a half mile of new habitat. Rebecca Benjamin, the project manager,
was in the audience and provided additional information in response to board questions.
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•

Greenwater ELJ–Trib to White River Restoration, 06-2223R: Tara noted that five engineered log
jams were installed on U.S. Forest Service property. These structures were placed to recreate
conditions that existed prior to logging and road building, replacing largely absent instream
wood structures. The river is already reclaiming its channel. Lance Winecka noted that 10 more
log jams will be installed this year under a separate board grant. The USFS provided staff
support and wood from campground blow-downs.

•

Skokomish Estuary Island Restoration, 07-1631R: This project completed feasibility, design, and
restoration of 216-acres on Nalley Island of the Skokomish River Delta by removing dikes, roads,
debris, and borrow ditches. Mike noted that this project was funded through the board and
through ESRP. This is Phase 2 of a three-phase project; the board also funded the first phase.
Mike described the steps involved in the project.

•

Twin Rivers Ranch Acquisition, 07-1841A: Kat presented information about this acquisition of an
intact estuary. The project protected 132 acres in south Puget Sound, including 1 mile of
freshwater shoreline on Deer and Cranberry Creeks and 2/3 of a mile of intact estuarine
shoreline. The property is now owned by the Capitol Land Trust, which has a management plan
and has a dedicated stewardship fund for all properties. Chair Hover asked about the plan for
the property; Kat noted that the property is in excellent condition, with little need for
restoration.

No General Public Comment was provided
Partner Reports
Council of Regions Report: Steve Martin, Snake River Region, referenced the COR report (Item 4A),
and noted that most of the topics are addressed in the afternoon presentations. Chair Hover asked
about coordination with other states in the Snake Region, and whether they could work with them
successfully. Steve noted that Washington is ahead of the other states, which are still working through
some recovery concepts. The regional plan will be an appendix in the ESU recovery plan. Washington
and Oregon are fairly well aligned. They cannot achieve delisting for the entire ESU without the efforts
of the other states. Alex Conley, Mid-Columbia Region, noted that they have had good success
working with Oregon as well.
Lead Entity Advisory Group Report: Barbara Rosenkotter presented the LEAG report, noting that
they are ramping up for the 2011 grant round. They have been working with RCO staff to develop the
project conference, and will hold an in-person LEAG meeting the day before. They are excited about
the interface between the Habitat Work Schedule and PRISM. She also noted that the lead entities
had sent letters to the Governor and Legislature about the importance of the board. The benefit of
the board to the “Washington Way” outweighs the potential cost savings. In response to questions
from Member Troutt, she noted that there are some concerns about duplication of effort in the
process (e.g., the board’s technical review panel and local review panels), but that it is not about the
board in particular. Member Troutt asked her to provide more detail to the board if concerns become
more apparent.
Regional Fisheries Enhancement Groups (RFEGs): Lance Winecka, Executive Director of the South
Puget Sound RFEG, presented on behalf of the 14 RFEGs. He described the role and benefits of the
groups, and how they work with lead entities and regions. He noted that they leverage their funds
ten-to-one each year, described the various funding sources, and noted that federal funding is not
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stable. They are trying to work with WDFW to create long-term funding for the program. Member
LaBorde clarified that each organization receives about $40,000 from license fees annually. Member
Troutt noted that the RFEGs are great contributors to salmon recovery.

Board Decisions
The board took action on two topics, as follows.
Recognition of Service for Former Board Member Steve Tharinger
The board recognized the service of board member Steve Tharinger, who left the board in January
2011 following his election to the state Legislature. Chair Hover noted highlights of Steve’s service
and his strong leadership. Other board members and members of the public also recognized his
efforts and contributions.
David Troutt moved to adopt Resolution 2011-01 to recognize the service of Steve Tharinger.
Seconded by:
Harry Barber
Motion:
APPROVED
Designate New Subcommittee Member(s)
Brian Abbott discussed the roles and responsibilities of the subcommittee and asked the board to
select a new member. Kaleen noted that the board can reconsider if it continues and has more
members in the future.
David Troutt moved to appoint Bud Hover to serve on the board subcommittee.
Seconded by:
Harry Barber
Motion:
APPROVED

Briefings
State of the Salmon in Watersheds, 2010 Report
Phil Miller and Jennifer Johnson of the Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office provided copies of the
report and discussed its development and highlights. They noted the work of the partner agencies
such as DFW, Ecology, and others. Jennifer noted that the report now consolidates several information
sources into a single biennial report, contains an executive summary, and emphasizes the regional
scale. The report also includes statewide and regional funding trends, an improved structure that
aligns information with the integrated monitoring framework and high-level indicators adopted by
the Monitoring Forum, and has high-level watershed planning status summaries.
Jennifer noted the high-level findings in the report. She then described the data gaps in salmon,
watershed health, and implementation. She also noted ongoing threats to salmon recovery such as
climate change, population growth, and funding uncertainty. She concluded with the plans for 2012,
their ongoing needs, and plans for distributing the reports. Kaleen Cottingham noted that it had been
approved by the Office of Financial Management, and that it could be distributed freely.
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Members Troutt and H. Barber noted they remain concerned about graphs that combine wild and
hatchery fish. Jennifer noted that they are making progress in counting wild fish versus hatchery fish.
Phil noted that it’s a timing issue; the data were not available for the published report, but will be
included as an insert and will be online.
Member Troutt referenced the water quality chart on page 27 of the report, and asked whether a
watershed that has had a TMDL for temperature would be considered poor or fair. Member
Gildersleeve responded that the data is not correlated with the 303D list, and is more of a status and
trends type of monitoring based on the monitoring stations. He thinks it is helpful to have the water
quality data.
Member Troutt also suggested that the size of the graph on page 29 diminishes the importance of
the recovery plan implementation. He noted that we need more money and effort to implement the
recovery plans, and that while we have made progress, we have challenges. Phil responded that this is
not intended to be an informational, not an advocacy document.
Harry suggested that the harvest figures also should include wild fish as a subset. Sara responded that
wild fish will be killed with the alternative gear project, as a consequence of keeping hatchery fish out.
Member Partridge suggested that a more meaningful comparison would be to look at acres within
floodplains that are lost to development versus those that are restored. He suggested that looking at
all acres lost is overly pessimistic, and that it misses the point that restoration actions are targeted at
specific types of land. Phil suggested that better use of land use/land cover will be part of the 2012
report. Sara noted that the board provided funding to improve their ability to get at the data, and the
project has been successful.
Member Troutt also suggested that the tribes be more involved in future reports, so that the report
better tells the story about the state of the salmon. Phil and Jennifer noted that it is a worthwhile
effort, but that obtaining consistent and relatively inexpensive access to data is an issue. Troutt
suggested that their involvement would be less about providing data and more about interpreting
and drawing conclusions.
State and Regional Salmon Recovery Funding Strategy
Phil Miller presented the notebook item 8, which describes how the Governor’s Salmon Recovery
Office and regional salmon recovery organizations worked with a consultant to estimate salmon
recovery plan costs, current funding, and funding gaps. He explained the data collected through the
project, the draft findings, and the potential actions that could improve salmon funding. He clarified
that the “10 year” timeframe for the estimates addresses the implementation that could be done in 10
years; there are other implementation actions that would still need to be completed. Phil emphasized
that the report is focused on habitat, and that the information is limited for areas without recovery
plans.
Phil’s presentation concluded with lists of potential actions to maintain existing funding (e.g.,
communicating, pursuing partnerships, and focusing on priority fund sources) and to prepare to look
for potential new sources. The latter was divided into short-term and long-term actions. Long term
actions include exploring “green infrastructure” approaches, creating a “Washington Ecosystem
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Marketplace,” creating incentives for local government funding, increasing landowner incentives for
conservation, and considering dedicated state revenue, once the economy improves.
Board member discussion and questions included the following key points:

•

Can the report put the $5 billion cost into the context of the cost of development over time?
Dennis Canty responded that another context would be the other capital costs, such as
transportation improvements (e.g., Viaduct replacement).

•

Does the 80/20 rule apply to the costs; that is, are we funding the most important projects first,
such that if only 20 percent of the funds were available, would we get the greatest possible
benefit from it? Is there an inherent loss of benefit over time, as they move through the lists?
Harry asked Jeff Breckel to discuss efforts in the Lower Columbia region; Phil responded that the
ability to be strategic is increasing and varies by region.

•

Member Troutt suggested that we need to continue reminding everyone that natural resources
are an important investment, not a luxury. Chair Hover concurred, but noted that the key is
reminding everyone what the return on investment would be. Dennis Canty noted that there are
studies showing the economic multipliers for habitat restoration are substantial – they are very
labor intensive, and good investments.

Public Comment:
Jeff Breckel, LCFRB, suggested that we look at the report as a starting point. The report cannot be the
end of developing a strategy, and that they need to start working now on future funding. Strategies
need to reflect the local situation and capacity.
Preliminary Discussion Regarding Funding and Scopes of Work for Lead Entities and Regions in 2011-13
Biennium
Phil Miller explained that the GSRO is working with the regional salmon recovery organizations and
lead entities to develop a framework for their operating grant agreements in 2011-2013. He explained
that this presentation would provide a framework of fiscal and scope of work information, and
request board guidance for a formal request in May. Phil provided an extended discussion of the
areas of emphasis for the lead entity and regional scopes of work, noting that the bullet points were a
framework only. They are working on the specific tasks, and will emphasize integration between the
lead entities and regions. Integration will be tailored based on the relationship between the lead
entities and regions.
Jeff Breckel, representing the Council of Regions, and Barbara Rosenkotter, representing the Lead
Entity Advisory Group, also participated.

•

Jeff Breckel noted that all of the regional directors were present because the board is an
important partner in the plans. He provided a handout that listed the accomplishments of the
regional organizations. He noted that they have been successful in getting monitoring programs
in place – it extends beyond projects to the entire recovery plan. They are actively engaged in
bringing interested parties (tribes, agencies, etc.) together to move recovery actions forward.
Administration also contributes to direct habitat benefits.

•

Barbara Rosenkotter described some of the lead entity accomplishments, noting that they have
moved from planning to implementation in the last ten years. She noted that the base funding
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has remained stagnant, while the responsibilities have increased. The difference has been
provided by local jurisdictions and tribes, but that support is declining. Lead entities are
reducing staff and hours. She noted that the regions and lead entities are interdependent for
recovering salmon. She encouraged the board to continue funding the infrastructure through
the economic downturn.
Phil noted that the underlying premise for the proposed fiscal framework is to provide stable funding
for the underlying capacity, as long as funding sources can sustain it. They will be working to develop
budgets and scopes of work by May 6.

•

For regions, the funding formula started with 2009-11 base awards, less voluntary reductions
from two regions and a transfer of funds from the Puget Sound region to lead entities. That
adjusted base then increased with the addition of special funding needs so that the total
amount for stable funding would be $5,537,260.

•

For lead entities, the funding formula again started with 2009-11 base awards, with adjustments,
for a total adjusted base of $3.127 million. That adjusted base would be increased by $450,000
for Puget Sound implementation tracking and planning and further development of a Puget
Sound steelhead recovery plan. The amount for stable funding would be $3,577,000.

•

The total amount for the next biennium would be $9,114,260. This is about $329,000 less than
the amount for the current biennium. The current biennium included $550,000 for additional
plan completion efforts (paid for unspent funds from 2007-09); the costs for the next biennium
would be offset with an estimated $150,000 in unspent funds. Due to the effect of the returned
funds, they are proposing to spend about $100,000 more in the next biennium than in the
current biennium. The $550,000 was not intended to become part of the base.

Kaleen noted that lead entities have received added funds from federal sources in this biennium as
state sources have been cut. Staff cannot tell the board how this proposal would affect the balance of
capacity, projects, and monitoring until there is a clearer picture of available state and federal funds.
This is only one of the “buckets” that will be presented in May.
Member Troutt noted that the board has invested a lot in the capacity, and believes that it is as
valuable as the habitat investments. Maintaining capacity is more important than projects.
Member LaBorde suggested that Phil be able to answer the question of what a 10 to 15 percent cut in
funding would look like. She greatly values the work of lead entities and regions, but this is a real
situation. She noted that the board wants to keep momentum and values capacity; she would suggest
that the Puget Sound steelhead plan is not core to that desire and may not be key to those two values
of the board. Member Troutt strongly disagreed with her.
Carol Smith noted that fewer projects equates to fewer results for greater administrative costs. That
could hurt future funding requests.
Member H. Barber suggested that they need to look at cuts for projects and capacity. Chair Hover
noted that it is a balance between future capacity and projects.
Phil suggested that there needs to be a trigger level for funding, below which cuts would be
considered. David suggested that we need to revisit what amount is needed as base.
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Gildersleeve asked for a comparison of people to project funding over time. Phil thought that projects
have been getting greater increases in funding from all sources, at least until the most recent
consideration of cuts in capital funding. Brian stated that we could prepare them for May.
The board asked staff to come back with the historical picture, noting what has changed and
including funding from the different sources.

Final Comments
Chair Hover reminded the board that the next meeting would be Wednesday and Thursday, May 25
and 26, here in Olympia. Board members had unanimously chosen to move to electronic notebooks,
so the RCO would no longer be printing materials, except for presentations.
Meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

Approved by:

________________________________________

______________________

Bud Hover, Chair

Date
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Public Comment Received
May 25, 2011 Regular Meeting

Salmon Recovery Funding Board
Briefing Memo
Item 1A
Meeting Date:

May 2011

Title:

Director and Agency Management Report

Prepared By:

Kaleen Cottingham, Director

Proposed Action:

Briefing

To minimize duplication, some items that might normally be included in the director’s report
have been deleted here and included in other memos throughout the notebook (such as the
policy director’s report, legislative update, and the grant manager’s report).

Recognized by Our Partners
I recently received the “Partner of the Year” President’s Award on behalf of the Recreation and
Conservation Office (RCO) from the Nisqually Land Trust for our work protecting the Nisqually
watershed. RCO has provided nearly $15.5 million in grants towards conservation from the delta
to the headwaters. The land trust itself has received 21 RCO grants since 1997, for many
important projects, such as $6 million for the Ohop acquisition, protections along the Mashel
River, and Powell Creek protection and restoration.

GMAP Focuses on Puget Sound
The most recent Puget Sound Government Management Accountability and Performance
(GMAP) Forum with the Governor was held April 6. The forum initially focused on the Puget
Sound Partnership’s measures, with the Governor asking Partnership Director Gerry O’Keefe to
work with her staff to identify three to five “tangible” work products for the upcoming year.
Attention then turned to the upcoming “downgrade” of shellfish beds in Samish Bay and an
assignment for agency directors to work with the area’s legislators, officials, and stakeholders to
create a plan to address the problems. Other areas of focus included steelhead stocks, water
quality at beaches, and storm water.

Federal Funds Outlook
We are pleased that the recently adopted federal budget for the remainder of federal fiscal year
2011 contained $80 million for the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF), which funds
about half of our salmon recovery grants. Earlier versions had proposed substantial cuts. The
outlook for 2012 is not as clear.
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Taking Steps to Streamline Grant Application Process
We have identified two key areas for potential streamlining in our grant application process: The
mechanics of our application deadline and methods of project review. Discussion is underway
among section managers on how to proceed.

Aquatic Lands Training
Grant staff attended a training session on aquatic land title basics by Steven Ivey, aquatic lands
surveyor, from the Department of Natural Resources. The training covered topics such as the
definitions unique to aquatic lands and the shifting boundaries associated with waterfront
property. Improving grant managers’ knowledge about aquatic land boundaries will aid in
reviewing grants that involve acquiring waterfront property for all types of projects, including
boating, water access, and habitat protection. This training was Part 4 in a series regarding
managing acquisition projects. The complete series includes the following introductory level
topics: property title insurance, uniform acquisition procedures, relocation, new RCO deed of
right procedures, aquatic lands, appraisals and review appraisals, escrow payments,
environmental site assessments, and conservation easement.

Staff on the Move
•

Elizabeth Butler, a grant manager in the Conservation and Grant Services Section, has
accepted a position with the Department of Fish and Wildlife.

•

Gen Keesecker, with the Invasive Species Council, will finish her work in May and move
to Costa Rica.

•

Devi Watson, our human resources manager, has taken a position working for Thurston
County Human Resources. She will leave in May.

•

Phil Miller, director of the Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office, has announced that he
will retire at the end of June.

Board Updates
Recreation and Conservation Funding Board (RCFB)
RCFB will meet next on June 22-23 in Olympia. Day one includes budget and legislative updates,
grant awards for five programs, the board’s work plan for fiscal year 2012, and consideration of
new policies on the eligibility of recreational cabins and allowable project uses. The day
concludes with a project tour at West Bay Park. The second day begins with a presentation
about the new Americans with Disabilities Act rules, followed by a panel discussion of state and
local agency approaches to the new rules. Following that, the board will discuss the proposed
sustainability policy and consider requests for time extensions, a conversion, and a sponsor
change. The day will conclude with briefings on the upcoming conversion related to the State
Route 520 construction.
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Washington Biodiversity Council
Biodiversity staff continues to transition projects from the council to other willing recipients. The
Department of Commerce (Growth Management Services) has taken the Biodiversity
Conservation Toolbox for Planners, and plans to add it to its Web site after legislative session.
The data viewer utility for the Conservation Opportunity Framework maps, developed by the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, is undergoing beta testing through the first week
of May. The Washington Natural Heritage Program’s work on migrating content from the
biodiversity Web site and its consideration of being lead for the future of the biodiversity
scorecard are on hold awaiting budget outcomes.

Washington Invasive Species Council
April was a big month for the council, which saw the Legislature extend its existence into the
future by passing a bill, which was signed into law on April 22. The bill extends the invasive
species council for five more years – until June 30, 2017.
In addition, the Council completed its assessment of 15 species in the Puget Sound basin and
posted the work on its Web site.
Staff continues to work on finalizing the state agency field work protocols to reduce accidental
introductions of invasive species. Once finalized, the protocols will be delivered the Governor’s
Natural Resources Cabinet. Council staff also met with the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
coordinators to discuss where invasive species could be addressed in the SEPA review process.
Staff will work with SEPA coordinators to propose language to be added to SEPA guidance
documents. Staff also is developing a Memorandum of Understanding among agencies to
facilitate emergency response to high-priority invasive species outbreaks.

Habitat and Recreation Lands Coordinating Group
The lands group held a quarterly meeting to plan for the upcoming State Land Acquisition
Coordinating Forum and State Land Acquisition Monitoring Report. At the forum, state agencies
will present information about projects approved for funding in the 2011-13 biennium and
about projects planned for funding in the 2013-15 biennium. The forum will be hosted on
August 2. The monitoring report will show whether state agencies acquired what they proposed
to acquire by comparing the projects completed by July 2011 with their proposals from the
2007-09 biennium. The report will be published in September 2011.
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Summary
The attached financial report reflects Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) activities as of
March 31, 2011. The available balance (funds to be committed) is $8.4 million. The board’s
balances are as follows:
Fund

Balance

Funds Awarded by the Board
Current state balance

$18,752

Current federal balance – Projects

$4,268,558

Current federal balance – Activities 1

$3,599,621

Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (PSAR)
Puget Sound Critical Stock

$0
$436,500

Other Funds
Family Forest Fish Passage Program (FFFPP) – Awarded by DNR
Estuary and Salmon Restoration – Awarded by DFW

$89,587
$0

Attachments
A. Salmon Recovery Funding Board Budget Summary

1

Hatchery/Harvest and monitoring activities as defined in PCSRF application, but not yet awarded by
RCO
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Item 1B, Attachment A

Salmon Recovery Funding Board Budget Summary
For the Period of July 1, 2009 - June 30, 2011, actuals through 03/2011 (fm21); reported 04/14/2011
Percentage of biennium reported: 87.5%

BUDGET
new & reapp.
2009-11

COMMITTED
% of
Dollars
budget

TO BE COMMITTED
% of
Dollars
budget

EXPENDITURES
% of
Dollars
comm

GRANT PROGRAMS
State Funded 01-03
State Funded 03-05
State Funded 05-07
State Funded 07-09
State Funded 09-11

$135,410
$1,903,862
$4,739,719
$10,309,240
$9,350,000

$135,410
$1,903,862
$4,737,648
$10,292,557
$9,350,000

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

$0
$0
$2,071
$16,682
$0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

$2,855
$952,268
$2,664,947
$6,844,250
$3,989,765

2%
50%
56%
66%
43%

State Funded Total

26,438,231

26,419,477

100%

$18,752

0%

14,454,085

55%

Federal Funded 2005
Federal Funded 2006
Federal Funded 2007
Federal Funded 2008
Federal Funded 2009

$6,670,186
$8,854,650
$14,527,731
$20,216,723
$23,822,419

$6,670,186
$8,854,651
$14,527,731
$20,216,723
$23,722,419

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

$0
$0
$0
$0
$100,000

0%
0%
0%
0%
0.4%

$6,670,186
$7,475,284
$7,693,513
$6,512,123
$8,801,976

100%
84%
53%
32%
37%

Federal Funded 2010

$26,675,000

$18,906,821

71%

$7,768,179

29.1%

$391,450

2%

Federal Funded Total

100,766,709

92,898,530

92%

$7,868,179

8%

37,153,082

40%

Lead Entities
Forest & Fish
Puget Sound Acquisition
and Restoration
Estuary & Salmon
Restoration
Family Forest Fish Passage
Program

6,847,171
1,638,485

6,847,170
1,638,485

100%
100%

$0
$0

0%
0%

3,671,957
1,257,465

54%
77%

55,361,358

55,361,359

100%

$0

0%

28,297,648

51%

6,790,000

6,790,000

100%

-

0%

1,922,101

28%

7,390,106

7,300,519

99%

89,587

1.2%

3,492,745

48%

3,863,573

3,427,073

89%

436,500

11%

114,454

3%

209,095,632

200,682,613

96%

8,413,017

4%

90,363,537

45%

5,084,072
569,049

5,084,072
569,049

100%
100%

0

0%
0%

3,607,116
314,022

71%
55%

5,653,121

5,653,121

100%

0

0%

3,921,138

69%

$214,748,753

$206,335,734

96%

$8,413,017

4%

$94,284,675

46%

Puget Sound Critical Stock
Subtotal Grant Programs
ADMINISTRATION
SRFB Admin/Staff
Technical Panel
Subtotal Administration
GRANT AND
ADMINISTRATION TOTAL
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The following are some highlights of the legislative session as of the mailing date of the
memorandum. Staff will provide an update at the May meeting of the Salmon Recovery Funding
Board (board).

Special Session
The regular session ended on April 22. The first special session of 2011 began on April 26, with
the primary focus being the state budget for 2011-13; see memo #4 for details. It is possible
that there will be a second special session if the legislature is unable to reach agreement on the
operating or capital budget, or on related issues.

Bills of Interest

Bill to Extend Invasive Species Council
The Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) bill to extend the Invasive Species Council was
signed by the Governor on April 22. The bill received unanimous support in the House and
Senate in a year where many proposals to extend state councils were not successful. As a result,
the Council will be extended to June 30, 2017. Consistent with the approval to seek extension,
the Council will not receive a general fund appropriation and will be expected to raise its budget
from contributions by member organizations and grants.

Boards and Commissions Bills
The Boards and Commission legislation (HB 1371) has passed the House and is awaiting action
in the Senate. As expected, the version that cleared the House removed the Salmon Recovery
Funding Board from the list of boards being eliminated. We do not expect that situation to
change in the Senate.
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Natural Resources Consolidation
A broad proposal to consolidate natural resources agencies (SB 5669), originally proposed by
the Governor and modified in the Senate, died during the regular session. The bill’s Senate
sponsors have continued to work on a smaller package of consolidation proposals, mostly
aimed at consolidating support or “back office” functions, reducing the number of regional
offices, and merging a number of smaller environmental agencies. Expected savings associated
with these ideas were included in the Senate operating budget; it is possible that consolidation
will be a proviso in the budget rather than a stand-alone policy bill. The savings assumed did
not affect RCO or salmon projects. We understand that our continued work to implement a
consortium for specific services with the Puget Sound Partnership meets the intent of
consolidation proponents.

Discover Pass and Other Fees
Lawmakers approved a “Discover Pass” for access to state parks and other recreation lands. As
structured, it would include a $30 annual pass or a $10 day pass. The bill is awaiting the
Governor’s expected approval. Both the Department of Fish and Wildlife and the Department of
Natural Resources will receive a portion of the proceeds from the Discover Pass, though the
majority of funds will be used for State Parks operations.
DFW also was successful in gaining an extension and increase in hunting and fishing fees to
provide core operating support. A proposal to consolidate Hydraulics and Forest Practices
permits and restructure fees remains in dispute. The outcome of that discussion could have
significant budget impact on the agencies. DFW and the Department of Ecology also were
successful in extending a fee that provides funds to address some forms of aquatic invasive
species.

Agriculture/Critical Areas
A long-running discussion on the relationship between agricultural activities and Growth
Management Act requirements to protect critical areas took another step with the passage of
HB 1886. The bill, which came out of work done by the Ruckelshaus Center, would establish a
new voluntary stewardship program as an alternative to revising critical area ordinances.
Implementation of the new approach is contingent on securing federal funding. The program
will be administered by the State Conservation Commission.

Puget Sound Corps
The state Conservation Corps will be consolidated at the Department of Ecology and focused on
Puget Sound cleanup efforts. The enhanced DOE program will employ crews of young adults, as
well as returning veterans (coordinated by the Veterans Conservation Corps).
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Summary
The Policy Section is working on a number of issues at the request of the Salmon Recovery
Funding Board (board), the Recreation and Conservation Funding Board, the legislature, and the
Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) staff and director. This memo highlights the status of
some key efforts.

SRFB Agricultural Involvement Survey
In April, staff worked with the lead entity coordinator and staff from the State Conservation
Commission to develop a survey to get a broader picture of agricultural involvement in salmon
recovery projects across the state. The survey asked seven questions about (a) how the
agricultural community is involved in the project review process in certain areas, (b) whether the
responders believed agricultural community involvement is adequate, and (c) challenges and
opportunities for improving agricultural community involvement. Staff is working with the lead
entity coordinator and State Conservation Commission staff to evaluate the results and identify
next steps. Staff will report back to the board at the August meeting.

Allowable Uses Policy
In March, staff briefed the Recreation and Conservation Funding Board (RCFB) about a proposed
policy regarding allowable uses of grant-funded land and facilities. RCO does not currently have
clear guidelines to determine whether a specific use is allowed on a project site.
Common questions about allowable project uses include:
•

Should cattle be allowed to graze on lands acquired as riparian habitat?

•

Should cell towers be allowed on outdoor recreation or habitat conservation land?

• Should existing structures that provide habitat be allowed to remain on acquired land?
The proposed policy, which applies to all RCO projects including those funded by the Salmon
Recovery Funding Board, will help identify whether a use that is not already in policy or the
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project agreement is consistent with the purposes of the grant. Setting clear guidelines in policy
will help staff and sponsors have clear expectations about how grant funded land and facilities
may be used, help the board and staff make consistent decisions about specific uses on projects,
and improve agency efficiencies by using a fixed process for determining how to treat specific
uses.
The proposed policy will be posted for 30-day public comment on our web site
(http://www.rco.wa.gov/about/rule_making.shtml) and will be presented for approval by the
Recreation and Conservation Funding Board (RCFB) in June.

Puget Sound Target Setting
The Puget Sound Partnership is setting ecosystem recovery targets to establish a scientificallybased trajectory toward Puget Sound recovery by 2020. The targets are:
• Water availability
• Shellfish beds reopened
• Toxics in fish
• Swimming beaches
• Toxics in sediment
• Recreational fishing license sales
• Marine water quality index
• Orca
• Freshwater quality index
• Salmon
• Funding for Puget Sound
• Herring
• Action Agenda engagement
• Birds
• Land development
• Land use/land cover
• Nearshore restoration
• Shoreline alteration
• Stormwater
• Estuary restoration
• Wastewater
• Eelgrass
Performance targets for these topics will guide revisions to Action Agenda implementation
strategies, the priority of near-term actions, recommendations for resource allocations, and the
evaluation of the success of Action Agenda implementation. The Partnership intends for
agencies to use the targets to identify and design activities, to align their allocation of funding
and other resources to these outcomes, and to evaluate the effects of their investments and
activities.
In April and May, the Partnership hosted workshops to further refine the proposed targets. The
Leadership Council has approved targets for eelgrass and shellfish beds reopened. The
Leadership Council is expected to adopt the remaining targets in June 2011, in time to be
included in the next Action Agenda revision, which is due in December 2011.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Funding for Puget Sound
Recovery
In October 2010, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) solicited a request for proposals
(RFP) to implement priority work consistent with the 2020 Action Agenda for the protection and
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restoration of Puget Sound. Washington State agencies were selected as lead organizations to
coordinate six-year efforts to develop and implement strategies in the four areas of emphasis:
• Marine and nearshore protection and restoration (Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Department of Natural Resources)
• Watershed protection and restoration (Department of Commerce, Department of
Ecology)
• Toxics and nutrients prevention, reduction, and control (Department of Ecology)
• Pathogens prevention, reduction, and control (Department of Health, Department of
Ecology)
For the first year, EPA allocated $12 million, which was divided equally among the areas of
emphasis, along with a state match of $12 million. The total funds over the six-year period could
be up to $192 million plus the required state match; however, future funding levels are subject
to congressional appropriation.
RCO has been asked to manage grants for some of the capital investments made in the Marine
and Nearshore area of emphasis. The grants will be managed through the existing Estuary and
Salmon Restoration Program (ESRP). Marine and nearshore capital investments are expected to
be about $674,000 for the first year. We expect that projects will be selected by July 2011.
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Summary
The Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) uses performance measures to help the agency
reduce reappropriations and improve the way we do business. Staff combines the measures and
the agency work plan updates in the monthly GMAP report.  This memo provides highlights of
agency performance related to the projects and activities funded by the Salmon Recovery
Funding Board (board).

Analysis
These measures are among those that help us to check our processes at several points in the
grant management cycle. All data are for salmon grants only. The chart includes current fiscal
year 2011 data, as of April 30, 2011. Additional detail is shown in the data notes on page two
and in the charts in Attachment A.
Target

YTD FY 2011
Performance

FY 2011
Indicator

Percent of salmon projects closed on time 1

70%

46%



Percent of salmon projects closed on time and
without a time extension 2

50%

58%



% salmon grant projects issued a project agreement
within 120 days after the board funding date 3

75%

97%



% of salmon grant projects under agreement
within 180 days after the board funding date

95%

70%



Cumulative expenditures, salmon target

37%

42%



Bills paid within 30 days: salmon projects and activities 4

100%

68%



Percent of anticipated stream miles made accessible to
salmon 5

100%

99%



Measure
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(in progress)

Data Notes:
1. Salmon projects typically have a funding end date in December, so they are due to close
in April. A high number of projects with this due date – combined with competing
priorities to put new projects under agreement and conduct the project conference – led
to many projects not closing on time between January and April.
2. Of those that closed, few needed a time extension beyond the original grant agreement.
3. Staff successfully issued agreements for nearly all projects within 120 days of the board
funding date. Work continues on receiving those agreements from the project sponsors
and placing the projects under contract.
4. In the past few months, about three-quarters of bills have been paid on time. Some
invoices have been held up because of the new billing source documents requirements.
5. Performance on the stream miles made accessible dropped because one project restored
2 fewer miles than anticipated.

Attachments
A. Performance Measure Charts

GMAP stands for Government Management Accountability and Performance, and is the
cornerstone of the Governor’s accountability initiative.
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Performance Measure Charts
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Highlights of Recent Activities

Personnel Changes
Subject to final state budget decisions for the 2011-13 biennium, the Governor’s Salmon
Recovery Office (GSRO) intends to fill the vacant Science Coordinator position early this summer.
This position will coordinate fish and habitat monitoring activities related to salmon recovery,
including the monitoring funded by the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board).
Phil Miller, GSRO Executive Coordinator, will retire on June 30, 2011 after 31 years of dedicated
service to the state, including 14 years with GSRO. Subject to final state budget decisions, RCO
intends to fill the Executive Coordinator position.

Salmon Recovery Information and Reporting Initiatives
As noted at the March board meeting, GSRO is starting to plan and build a new platform for the
State of Salmon in Watersheds Report (SOSiW). The platform would be used in 2012 and for
future reports. Our goal is to move from a 100-page hard copy report to an online report with a
printable executive summary and links to a broader information base, including reports by
regional recovery salmon organizations that will feed, inform and be aligned with the state
report.
The first steps toward meeting this goal are to:
1. Ask readers and recovery partners for feedback about the 2010 SOSiW;
2. Work with the agencies and organizations that have provided information for past
reports; and
3. Begin collaborating with new partners with additional information. This collaborative
effort will look at how to use reporting engines that can draw from a broad base of
information; how to roll up information at various scales; and where interfaces between
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systems could be useful and possible. We will explore the use of websites, video, and
other technologies to help us communicate the state of salmon in our watersheds more
directly and dynamically.
Other agencies with similar reports are moving in this direction. We are talking with the Puget
Sound Partnership about collaborating in the development of their State of the Sound Report.
We intend to use some of the same information and to share ideas, graphics, and technology
where possible. Two other salmon recovery regional organizations also are beginning to
develop regional reports, and we are discussing how these reports will be coordinated with the
SOSiW.
With new developments in information sharing, tracking and reporting, such as the
PRISM/Habitat Work Schedule interface, the development of WDFW’s Salmon Conservation
Reporting Engine (SCoRE), and the Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board’s improved and All-H
SalmonPort system, we are developing greater capacity to share information in efficient,
dynamic, and flexible ways. We are also coordinating with NOAA Fisheries to further our mutual
interest in tracking the implementation of recovery plans.
There is a lot that can be accomplished through these opportunities and partnerships. We are
moving forward to scope and develop new ways of communicating salmon recovery and
watershed health information. These endeavors also can help drive better coordination of
monitoring efforts and alignment of information to inform the adaptive management process
for salmon recovery plans and actions.

Regional and Lead Entity Operating Grants and Scopes of Work for
2011-2013
Developing draft scopes of work for regional and lead entity operating grants for 2011-2013 has
recently been a major focus of GSRO’s work. Highlights from draft scopes of work and the
related potential grant requests are presented separately under Item 5B.
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Summary
With the Monitoring Forum’s sunset date set for June 30, much of the forum’s March meeting
was taken up by a discussion about which of its functions should be retained through a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) and which final actions or communications the forum
might want to complete before it sunsets.
The MOU is now being circulated for signature by state agency directors and regional
organization executive directors. The federal and local agencies suggested that a state and
region MOU would be best. A summary of the accomplishments and recommendations is
currently being drafted.
The functions of advising the Salmon Recovery Funding Board on monitoring and managing the
monitoring contracts will shift to the GSRO, which will soon begin recruitment to fill the vacancy
left by the retirement of Steve Leider. It is hoped that the final budget for the GSRO will include
sufficient funds to fill that position. Ken Dzinbal, the Forum’s executive coordinator, has been
transitioning to the Puget Sound Partnership.
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Grant Management
The Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) approved funding for 79 projects at the December
10, 2010 meeting. Since then, staff has been developing project agreements with sponsors and
routing them electronically to speed up the signature process. Our progress on issuing
agreements is shown as a performance measure in item 1E (some projects were amended into
previously-funded projects, so only 74 projects are shown in the measure).
2011 Grant Round Underway – The 2011 grant round has started. Applications are due from
Lead Entities on August 26th. Site visits with the Review Panel have been scheduled with Lead
Entities. Several site visits have already taken place.
Successful Applicant Workshops Held – In an effort to be more efficient in communicating
with sponsors, salmon section staff held two workshops via interactive conference call during
the week of April 11. RCO staff used this time to review with project sponsor’s their
responsibilities when managing SRFB grants. Preliminary feedback indicates sponsors really
appreciate the opportunity to use conference calls as a tool for getting information as opposed
to travelling to the workshop location. Because it was so useful, salmon staff is considering
scheduling another session of this workshop.

Salmon Conference A Success
Over 500 people attended the Salmon Recovery Funding Board’s
third Salmon Habitat Conference: Building Better Projects, on
April 26-27, 2011 at the Great Wolf Lodge in Grand Mound. The
conference offered an opportunity for those involved in salmon
recovery to reflect upon the past decade of recovery work and to
consider what worked, what is not working, and ways to improve
the quality and cost-effectiveness of projects.
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This conference had two full days of learning opportunities from experts in salmon recovery.
Keynote speakers included Congressman Norm Dicks, Congressman Doc Hastings, NOAA’s
Regional Administrator Will Stelle, and Tom Jay, a salmon naturalist. Through project
presentations, panels, and technical workshops, participants had a chance to listen to specialists
and meet with their peers, hear their stories, and share information on how to build higher
quality salmon projects. A variety of exhibitors provided information about salmon recovery
work. Networking opportunities were available throughout the conference. An electronic
conference evaluation was distributed the week of May 2. Materials available at the conference
will be posted on the RCO website at http://www.rco.wa.gov/salmon_conference.shtml

Project Issue - Bear River Estuary Restoration
The Bear River Estuary Project, sponsored by the Willapa Bay Regional Fisheries Enhancement
Group, was funded by the board in the 2009 and 2010 grant rounds. The grant agreement was
signed by the sponsor and the RCO effective January 11, 2011. Concerns about this project have
recently been raised. Besides the written information that follows, staff will provide a briefing on
the project during the board meeting. Public comment on this project is also expected at the
board meeting.
Background: The Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) has awarded two separate grants
related to the Bear River Estuary Restoration project, located in the southern reaches of Willapa
Bay in Pacific County. The key objective for the project is to re-establish estuary functions for
juvenile salmon in Willapa Bay. In 2009, the board approved funding for the design portion of
the Estuary restoration. This grant provided funding to the Willapa Bay Regional Fisheries
Enhancement Group to develop a design for estuary restoration and to apply for the necessary
permits to implement the project. A design was developed and in 2010, the board approved a
construction grant to complete the estuary restoration based on the design developed with the
2009 grant. The total grant award for the 2010 project is $402,402. A match of $71,000 was
provided by the project sponsor and private donations.
Both the design and construction projects went through the standard board process, including a
local technical and citizens’ review. The project list from the Pacific County Lead Entity, which
prioritized the Bear River project as its number one project, was submitted according the lead
entity process identified in 77.85.050 RCW. Based on the project submittal by the lead entity and
the positive review by the board’s Technical Review Panel, the board awarded the grant and fully
executed a contract with the Willapa Bay Regional Fisheries Enhancement Group to move
forward to implement the restoration.
The landowner associated with the Bear River project is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), which is currently considering alternatives for its Comprehensive Conservation Plan for
long term management of the Willapa National Wildlife Refuge. The board-funded project is
just one part of the larger Willapa National Wildlife Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
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USFWS has conducted its public review process, including a public comment period, for three
alternatives. USFWS has not yet selected its final alternative, nor have the necessary permits
been issued by the Army Corps of Engineers. The USFWS expects to make a final decision by
late August or early September, which is also the approximate time permit decisions are
expected.
The board has received letters from U.S. Congresswoman Herrera Buetler, State Senator Hatfield,
State Representatives Blake and Takko, and the Pacific County Commissioners asking that the
board defund or terminate this project. We have received similar letters from several other
organizations in the Willapa Bay area including cranberry growers, oyster growers, the
Washington Waterfowl Association and a local Audubon Chapter. The key issues described in
those letters include: the cost of the project is not as originally identified; habitat for other
species will be destroyed; elk will be forced from traditional pasture lands into local cranberry
bogs; and fears that the project will not benefit fish.
Others have provided letters of support for the project. The nature of their comments include:
estuarine habitat necessary for fish will be restored; the project scored a perfect score during
local review; the habitat for other species behind levees is not significant; the process was
followed in reviewing the project; many species, including fish, will benefit from a restored
estuarine function.
All of the correspondence is included with the meeting materials.
Bud Hover, Chair of the board, responded to Congresswoman Herrera Beutler’s letter indicating
that the board has already signed a contract to implement the project, but if new technical
information becomes available regarding its technical viability, the board would address those
issues in a deliberative manner. Kaleen Cottingham, RCO director, responded to letters from
legislators and the county commissioners. Copies of all letters are included with the meeting
materials.
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Grant Administration
The table below shows the progress of the Salmon Recovery Funding Board in funding and
completing salmon recovery projects since 1999. Information is current as of May 3, 2011
Pending
Total
Fiscal Active
Completed
Projects
Funded
Year Projects (approved but Projects
Projects

Funding Cycle

not yet active)

Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office Federal
1999

1999

0

0

94

94

Interagency Review Team (Early Action grant 1999
cycle) State 1999

0

0

163

163

SRFB - Early (State) 2000

2000

0

0

90

90

SRFB - Second Round 2000

2001

0

0

147

147

SRFB - Third Round 2001

2002

2

0

130

132

SRFB - Fourth Round 2002

2003

2

0

86

88

SRFB – Fifth Round 2004

2004

5

0

107

112

SRFB – Sixth Round 2005

2006

12

0

93

105

SRFB – Seventh Round 2006

2007

19

0

74

93

SRFB – 2007 Grant Round (includes PSAR)

2008

114

0

95

209

SRFB – 2008 Grant Round

2009

89

0

29

118

SRFB – 2009 Grant Round (includes PSAR)

2010

196

0

10

206

SRFB – 2010 Grant Round (Oct and Dec)

2011

84

23

0

107

*Family Forest Fish Passage Program

To Date

39

0

143

182

** Estuary Salmon Restoration Program

To Date

9

0

0

9

571

23

1261

1855

30.78%

1.23%

67.98%

100%

Totals
Percent
Table Notes:
*

FFFPP projects landowners that have applied to the program and are waiting to become a high priority for
funding. These projects are not included in totals.

**

Shows ESRP projects either under contract with the RCO or approved for RCO contracts. Older projects are
under contract with the Department of Fish and Wildlife.
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Staff Presentation of Projects
Salmon section staff will present information about several projects at the May Salmon Recovery
Funding Board meeting. Projects that will be highlighted include the following:

Projects #06-2302 and #07-1657: South Fork Skokomish Large Woody
Debris (LWD) Enhancement (Phase 1 and 2)
Status:

Active

Sponsor:

Skokomish Tribe

Lead Entity:

Hood Canal Coordinating Council

Grant Source:

SRFB State Funds, Puget Sound Acquisition & Restoration

Description:

The Skokomish Tribe is using these grants to design and install log jams to
enhance the density and distribution of natural large woody debris in the
upper south fork of the Skokomish River and its tributary confluences. The
river drains about 129 square miles. Reaches targeted for wood placement
include an area between the canyon and LeBar Creek that was cleared in
the 1950s for a dam that never was built and at the mouths of Church, Pine
and Cedar tributaries. The Skokomish Tribe will contribute $170,000 from a
federal grant and donated materials.

Project #10-1781: Squaxin Island Pier and Bulkhead Removal
Status:

Active

Sponsor:

South Puget Sound Salmon Enhancement Group

Lead Entity:

Mason Conservation District

Grant Source:

SRFB Federal Funds, Puget Sound Acquisition & Restoration

Description:

The South Puget Sound Salmon Enhancement Group will use this grant to
remove a creosote pier with 54 pilings and 350 feet of rock bulkhead on
Squaxin Island. The pier formerly provided access to a tribal longhouse and
cultural center that burned down and was abandoned in the early 1980s.
The pier then served as a dry dock where tribal members worked on boats,
but was abandoned again in the early 1990s. It currently is a family’s fall
fishing camp. The salmon group will contribute $88,000 from other grants
and donated labor.
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Project #07-1747: North Fork Little Hoquiam River Dam Removal
Status:

Completed

Sponsor:

City of Hoquiam

Lead Entity:

Grays Harbor County

Grant Source:

Salmon Federal Projects

Description:

This project involved removing the North Fork Little Hoquiam River
diversion dam owned by the City of Hoquiam. The project allows fish
passsage to about 5 miles of mainstem river habitat and restored about 800
feet of the river. The project design involved excavating the dam and
restoring the channel grade and alignment back to more natural conditions.
The project has improved and increased habitat for coho, winter steelhead
and chum salmon by removing a dam that is a top-priority concern for fish
passage and a flow diversion, thereby increasing year-round instream flow.

Project #02-1620: Minkler Lake Acquisition
Status:

Completed

Sponsor:

Skagit Land Trust

Lead Entity:

Skagit Watershed Council

Grant Source:

Salmon State Projects

Description:

Skagit Land Trust purchased about 107 acres in and around Minkler Lake,
which is a mile-long remnant located in the Skagit River floodplain. The
property is a long, relatively narrow tract, which encompasses most of the
lake and wetland system, and the habitat conditions on the site are good. It
provides important rearing habitat for juvenile coho salmon and for sea-run
cutthroat trout, which access the system from the Skagit River through
Childs Creek.
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Project #08-1971: Strawberry Plant Restoration Construction 2008
Status:

Active

Sponsor:

City of Bainbridge Island

Lead Entity:

West Sound Watersheds

Grant Source:

Salmon Federal Projects

Description:

The Strawberry Plant property is one of the most significant opportunities
to restore lost habitat in Eagle Harbor and will benefit salmon, other fish,
shellfish, birds, and other wildlife. The project included restoration of
intertidal habitat, marsh, and marine vegetation and included removing
creosote piles, concrete bulkhead and rip rap, debris and fill material, and
reducing impervious surfaces in the shoreline area; establishing a natural
shoreline and stream mouth; and creating a salt marsh along the shoreline
and stream mouth. Public recreational components related to the
restoration project included establishing pedestrian public viewing and
direct water access points and a non-motorized boating access area.
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Item 3A

Washington Council of Salmon Recovery Regions
Report to the Salmon Recovery Funding Board
May 2011
The Council of Regions (COR) met the evening of March 2 following the SRFB meeting. Agenda topics
included discussion of:
•
•
•
•

A salmon recovery website being developed by WDFW;
Completing the Funding Strategy 1 report and possible next steps to implement the report’s
recommendations;
Developing a Memorandum of Agreement between the State and Regional Organizations to
further recovery efforts.
The next steps in developing budget proposals for consideration by the SRFB in May.

Sara LaBorde briefed COR on a salmon recovery website the Department of Fish and Wildlife is
developing. The site will provide an overview of salmon species and recovery efforts on the state and
regional levels and specific information on the Department’s hatchery, habitat, and harvest efforts in
support of salmon recovery. Sara advised the regional organization directors that she would be
providing additional information for review and comment as development efforts progressed.
The regional organization directors and Phil Miller (GSRO) discussed how to implement the
recommendations of the Funding Strategy. Discussion of near-term actions focused on building support
for salmon recovery funding by highlighting recovery efforts and progress and their broader economic,
social, and cultural benefits. Discussion of mid-term actions focused on looking for opportunities to
further recovery efforts through linkages to other environmental initiatives and mitigation programs. In
the longer term, actions could focus on developing dedicated funding sources on both the state and
local level.
Efforts to implement the Funding Strategy will vary among the regions given differences in existing
funding sources and levels of support. However, the regions generally agreed to look for opportunities
for the regions to work together. Phil Miller asked that the regional directors consider how efforts to
implement the Funding Strategy could be included in the SRFB operational grants for the next biennium.
The regional directors discussed the concept of using a Memorandum of Agreement to strengthen
recovery efforts by promoting greater coordination and cooperation between the regional organizations
and state agencies. Such an agreement would have a broader scope than the monitoring Memorandum
of Agreement being discussed by the Monitoring Forum. It could be used to define specific roles,
responsibilities and mechanisms for identifying and addressing a range of recovery issues of mutual
interest to regions and state agencies. The regional directors agreed to further discuss the concept of a
Memorandum of Agreement at their next meeting.
The meeting finished with Phil Miller discussing the steps and schedule for developing scopes of work
for the regional budget proposals for the upcoming biennium.

1

Funding for Salmon Recovery in Washington State, March 2011

Item 3B
Lead Entity Advisory Group Report
to the Salmon Recovery Funding Board, May 2011
Prepared and Submitted by LEAG Chair, Barbara Rosenkotter
The Lead Entity Advisory Group (LEAG) met via conference call on May 5th.
Lead Entities throughout the state are in their busy season doing project site visits and reviewing
proposals for the 2011 SRFB grant round.
Lead Entities took a break from their grant round duties to attend the Habitat Project Conference April
26-27, 2011 in Grand Mound. Initial feedback indicates that it was another very successful conference
with great networking opportunities and many lessons learned.
We also took advantage of getting together for the project conference to use some remaining training
funds and added on an afternoon and evening training session for Lead Entities the day before the
Habitat Project Conference on April 25th. The primary focus of the training was on Implementation
Schedules and how we can learn from work others are doing and also how we can use HWS and other
tools to advance and track implementation scheduling.
Lead Entities through various work groups along with RCO/GSRO staff continue to advance the goals set
forth at the April 2010 LEAG retreat:
• Telling the Salmon Recovery Story
• Habitat Work Schedule (HWS) Enhancements
- Implementation Scheduling
- Tracking Programmatic Actions
- PRISM to HWS Interface
A new version of HWS will be released May 16th. The new version includes the new PRISM/HWS
interface which is an exciting next step in interfacing PRISM with work being tracked in HWS. The new
Contracts Module in HWS will allow users to relate one or many grants (contracts) to one or many
projects and is the mechanism to interface with PRISM. Description of the new interface has also been
included in the updated Manual 18. Additional features of the PRISM/HWS interface will continue to be
phased in which will help prevent the duplication of data and eliminating additional data entry steps in
both systems. New features released in May also include PRISM View which allows users to view
information about a project in either PRISM or HWS and a new Monitoring Module in HWS.
At the May LEAG conference call staff indicated that proposed funding scenarios for allocation for the
next biennium will be provided for the upcoming SRF Board meeting. As the Lead Entities have not seen
these proposals we were unable to discuss the scenarios to be able to provide input and possibly
support for any of the scenarios. Thus LEAG will not be able to provide a consensus opinion on any of
the proposed scenarios.

Regional Fisheries Enhancement Group
Coalition Monitoring Activities
Leaders in Community Based
Salmon Recovery
Salmon Recovery Funding Board
Presentation
May 25, 2011

Scientific monitoring activities currently
performed by RFEGs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

spawning ground surveys
habitat assessments
adult and juvenile fish counts
macro invertebrate surveys
nutrient enhancement monitoring
pre- and post project vegetation monitoring for riparian planting projects
water quality data collection and analysis
effectiveness of large woody debris placement and in-stream projects
nearshore habitat monitoring

Over a 15-year history, project accomplishments add up to:
1,073,669 volunteer hours;
720 fish passage problems fixed;
823 miles of fish habitat opened;
507 additional miles of habitat restored;
893,292 fish carcasses placed back in streams for nutrient enhancement;
$129,703,000 in additional leveraged funding for salmon restoration efforts.

RFEG Research & Monitoring
Stilly-Snohomish Fisheries Enhancement Task Force

Statewide Efforts:

Nearshore surveys monitoring eel grass and forage fish

Chehalis Basin
Fisheries Task Force
Monitoring juvenile coho,
steelhead and cutthroat

RFEG Research & Monitoring
Smolt
screw trap

Hood Canal Salmon Enhancement Group

Parr
genetic
sampling

Smolt
acoustic
tagging
Redd
surveying
Smolt
sampling

Egg
collection

Skagit Fisheries Enhancement Group

Spawner
surveys

RFEG Research and
Monitoring

Macroinvertebrate monitoring

Physical habitat surveys

RFEG Research and
Monitoring
North Olympic Salmon Coalition
Volunteers assisting with beach
seining monitoring project

Performance monitoring of engineered-placed
wood in the Mashel River, Washington
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Project Construction: 2006-2010
Nisqually Indian Tribe (NIT): Bureau Indian Affairs (BIA) grant for Monitoring
NIT and SPSSEG Staff
Data Collection: 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
Timber Fish Wildlife methods (Pleus et al., 1998, 1999)
LWD Survey
Habitat Survey
ELJ condition
Juvenile Salmonid Usage

Nisqually Indian Tribe

WRIA 11: Mashel River Project Locations

Maps showing reaches, watershed, WA
state, gauge location, Boxcar Canyon
Reach, Eatonville Reach

Project Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategically locate structures
Reconnect off-channel habitat
Increase pool frequency
Sort and retain spawning gravel
Reduce bank armoring
Provide cover and channel complexity
Work with project partners
Maintain/reduce risk to critical infrastructure

Smallwood Park rock revetment, pre-construction (looking upstream)

Smallwood Park Post-Construction (looking downstream)

Typical Mashel River Control Reach:
Channel is generally devoid of pools and LWD

Typical Mashel River Treatment Reach:
Large increase in scour pools and LWD abundance

Off-Channel Habitat and Floodplain Reconnection:
Several important off-channel sections (like this one) were reactivated

Boxcar Canyon Reach

Reconnected
side-channels

Construction
access

Eatonville Reach

Sewage
treatment
plant

Water
treatment
plant

SR 161
Bridge

Former riprap
revetment

Timber Fish and Wildlife (TFW) Habitat Surveys in Treatment and Control

Snorkel Surveys in Control and Treatment Reaches:
Method of Bounded Counts (MBC) protocol

Large Woody Debris abundance

1200

ELJ
1000

other

Total Mashel LWD pieces

800

Phase 1 ELJ
Construction
Phase 1 ELJ
Construction

600

400

200

0
2005

2006

2007
Eatonville

2008

2009

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Boxcar

Graphs show LWD abundance pre and post-construction within the two treatment reaches
(i.e. Box Car and Eatonville).

Change in pool habitat
Average % pool habitat of restoration vs. non-restoration reaches

Eatonville Reach

Pre-Project

Post-Project

Restoration
395 m

Post-Project

Non-restoration
476 m

Non-restoration
649 m

Restoration
206 m

Pre-Project

Boxcar Canyon Reach

These pie charts demonstrate the increased “pool” habitat post-project:
(between 38% and 33% increase in pool formation).

Juvenile Summer coho density response to ELJ addition in
Mashel River near Eatonville, WA

4

Coho juveniles per m channel length

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010
River section with ELJ's

Log jam (ELJ) treatments

Mashel River Juveniles in LWD Scour Pool Post Construction

Questions?

Nisqually Indian Tribe

Project Acknowledgements

• Phase 1 (2006-07)
–
–
–
–
–
–

José Carrasquero
Ian Mostrenko
Michael Spillane
Tim Abbe
Teresa Moon
Mike McClung
Construction

• Phase 2 (2009)
–
–
–
–

•Nisqually Indian Tribe
•South Puget Sound Salmon
Enhancement Group
•Salmon Recovery Funding Board
•U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
•Bureau of Indian Affairs
•Town of Eatonville
•Nisqually Land Trust
•Washington State Department of
Transportation
•Property owners

Brian Scott
Kimberlie Gridley
Florian Leischner
Nisqually Aquatic Technologies
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Budget Update
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Steve McLellan, Policy Director

Approved by the Director:
Proposed Action:

Briefing

Summary
At the time of this writing, the state legislature had not yet adopted either an operating or
capital budget for the 2011-13 biennium. There are significant concerns, particularly with the
capital budget. Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) staff will provide updated information
at the board meeting.

State Operating Budget, 2011-13
Both House and Senate operating budget levels are similar to that proposed by the Governor.
Overall, the proposed operating budgets for RCO represent a five percent decrease from the
current biennium. Combined with likely reductions in capital budget funding levels, RCO will
need to decrease staffing levels. We will not know the precise number of reductions until the
final budgets are adopted.
The operating budgets also are likely to assume additional administrative savings for natural
resource agencies from consolidation of administrative services and regional offices. Savings for
RCO and the Puget Sound Partnership from the ongoing consortium are likely to be sufficient to
meet legislative targets.

State Capital Budgets, 2011-13
On the capital budget, the situation remains uncertain.

Grant Program Funding Proposals
Both the House and Senate proposals fund salmon-related programs at the level requested by
the Governor.
•
•
•
•

State salmon funds: $10 million
Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (PSAR): $15 million
Estuary and Salmon Restoration Program (ESRP): $5 million
Family Forest Fish Passage Program (FFFPP): $6 million
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Both capital budget proposals restrict land acquisition by state agencies in the PSAR and ESRP
programs. The operating budget passed by the Senate also contains additional restrictions on
land acquisition by State Parks and the Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Other Capital Budget Considerations
Lawmakers also are considering a Constitutional amendment to lower the state debt limit. It
appears unlikely that a negotiated deal on the underlying capital budget will be reached until
there is a resolution on the proposed constitutional amendment.
In the event that negotiators are unable to reach agreement, a number of possible alternative
capital budgets have been developed. The alternatives of greatest concern are those that:
•

Spend only cash and do not issue new bonds. All RCO state salmon funds are bond
funds;

•

Do not re-appropriate previously issued bond funded expenditures; and/or

•

Do not adopt any capital budget (unlike the operating budget, there is no legal
requirement for a capital budget).

There is a real possibility that one of the first two options may occur. The effect of a capital
budget with no new bond funds would be significant for salmon programs, because it would
eliminate money needed for federal match. If the final result also has no reappropriation of
previously approved bond expenditures there would be a greater effect, and we likely would
need to terminate existing projects. Either scenario would lead to significant staff layoffs.
While the likelihood of the third alternative – having no capital budget at all – is slim, there is a
chance that that issues will not be resolved until after the start of the new biennium on July 1.
Regardless of what the capital budget ultimately looks like, this situation would leave the RCO
without spending authority until the budget is passed. We have communicated our concerns
with OFM and legislative staff, and understand that they are being taken seriously.
Staff will provide updated information on the status of capital budget negotiations at the board
meeting.

Federal Budget, Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012
Federal PCSRF funding will be $80 million for federal fiscal year 2011. At this level, we are
optimistic that Washington State will receive a funding level close to last year’s level of $27.5
million. After allocations for hatchery reform, RCO administration, and monitoring, there would
be approximately $16 million from PCSRF for the board to allocate to projects and local
organizational capacity (i.e., lead entities and regions). The actual amount depends on a grant
decision from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; we expect that decision in
late May or early June.
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Federal funding in the second year of the biennium (federal fiscal year 2012) is less certain. RCO
staff estimates that it could remain at a status quo level of $80 million, may be reduced to $65
million as included in the President’s FY 2012 budget, or may be as low as $50 million. This
range is based on potential PCSRF levels discussed at the Congressional level for federal fiscal
year 2011. As with the state budget, staff will provide updated information, if available, at the
board meeting.
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Title:

SRFB Framework and Historical Funding
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Megan Duffy, Policy Specialist

Approved by the Director:
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Briefing

Summary
At its May meeting, the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) will need to determine funding
levels for the 2011 project grant round and for regional organizations and lead entities.
At the March meeting, board members discussed these upcoming decisions, and asked that the
background materials incorporate historical information about the allocations. This memo
provides that perspective.

Notes

Legislative Action
As of the date of the drafting of this memo, the legislature had not adopted the operating or
capital budgets for the 2011-2013 biennium. This memo and memo #5C may change if the
legislature adopts budgets that are inconsistent with our assumptions.
If the legislature has not adopted budgets by the date of the board meeting, the board can
either schedule a special board meeting or delegate decisions to the director with clear
allocation direction.

Funds Included in this Analysis
This memo, and the ones that follow, do not include Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration
(PSAR) funds for projects or capacity. The board has made decisions about those funds separately in the past, and staff recommends that the board continue to do so.
These memos also do not include the Family Forest Fish Passage Program (FFFPP) or Estuary and
Salmon Restoration Program (ESRP) funding in the analysis.
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Background
The board has typically funded projects that protect and/or restore salmon habitat. The board
also funds other components of the recovery effort, including monitoring and the human
capacity needed to implement and support recovery. The board’s mission statement, as adopted
in May 2009, is:
The Salmon Recovery Funding Board provides funding for elements necessary to achieve
overall salmon recovery, including habitat projects and other activities that result in sustainable and measurable benefits for salmon and other fish species.
The board, in adopting the mission statement and its strategic plan, recognized the importance
of funding three key components of the recovery effort: projects, monitoring, and human
capacity. The board allocates the majority of its funding across these three categories,
commonly referred to as the “buckets.”

Analysis

Relationship to Strategic Plan
The board supports its strategic plan through its funding decisions. The strategic plan identifies
the board’s funding allocation strategy as:
Within the limits of the board’s budget and priorities, fund projects, monitoring, and
human capital in a way that best advances the salmon recovery effort.
The key funding actions identified in the plan include:
Provide funding for the following:
•
•
•

Projects that produce measurable and sustainable benefits for salmon
Monitoring to measure project implementation, effectiveness, and the long-term results
of all recovery efforts
Human capital that identifies, supports, and implements recovery actions.

Determining the Allocation
Over time, the board has tried several approaches to determine the “best” ratio of capacity to
project funding. These efforts have included staff analysis, surveys of lead entities and regions,
and work done by the Regional Allocation Task Force. Given the structure of salmon recovery in
Washington State and funding levels that are uncertain from year-to-year, it is difficult to
provide a clear, mathematical answer.
Ultimately, the best allocation is the one that works, as outlined in the strategic plan. For the
board’s purposes, this would be the allocation that reflects the board’s prioritization of projects
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and the scope of work for the lead entities and regions, while also providing the required
monitoring.

Historical Allocations
It may be helpful for the board to note that in the biennia
since 2003, the percent distribution among the three
buckets (projects, monitoring and capacity) has remained
fairly consistent, with little variation. The average
historical distribution is displayed in the chart.
The actual amounts have varied significantly, depending
on the funds available.

Next Steps
The board considers its allocations in light of available funding, both from federal and state
sources.
•

For the 2011-2013 biennium, it is expected that the state legislature will appropriate $10
million in capital funds for salmon recovery projects and $1 million in operating funds for
the lead entities 1.

•

For 2011, federal funding through the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund is expected to
be $80 million. We do not know the level for federal fiscal year 2012.

Memo #5C discusses in more detail the possible approaches to allocating these funds.

1

At the time of this writing, the legislature had not adopted budgets for the 2011-2013 biennium. See
note on page 1.
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Summary
The Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office (GSRO) has worked with the regional salmon recovery
organizations and lead entities to develop scopes of work for operating grant agreements for
the 2011-2013 biennium.
This memo highlights the key activities and work products in the draft scope of work for each
regional organization, as well as the scope of work template for lead entities. The memo also
provides fiscal information to inform the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) decisions
about funding allocation for capacity in the 2011-13 biennium.
Staff is asking the board for feedback on the direction the GSRO is heading with these broad
scopes of work and fiscal framework. Any major changes in scopes of work or changes in
funding allocations would be brought back to the board for direction. Final decisions (and
signature) on regional and lead entity agreements will be made by the RCO director.

Highlights from Draft Scopes of Work

Regional Organization Highlights
GSRO and regional salmon recovery organizations have drafted scopes of work for 2011-2013
grant agreements that balance the need for statewide consistency with the need for tailored
work plans that fit the circumstances of each regional organization.
Each scope of work uses the standard work categories and subcategories shown below. Within
each subcategory, GSRO has worked with the regions to develop specific tasks, deliverable work
products, and due dates that fit the characteristics of the region’s recovery plan and reflect its
progress to date. This tailoring reflects the relationship between the lead entity work and the
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activities of the regional organization. For example, tailoring may result in a region passing some
of its funding to a lead entity for work on high-priority regional tasks, or to integrate the work of
the region and its lead entities. Region-by-region work highlights are shown in Attachment A.

Category

Subcategories

Organizational
Development and
Maintenance

A. Board Operations
B. Standing Committees, Teams and/or Groups
C. Fiscal Accounting and Progress Reports

Recovery Plans and
Implementation
Schedules

A. Recovery Plan Completion, Update, or Revision
B. Implementation Schedule Update/Revision
C. Address Emerging Issues Affecting Salmon Recovery

Recovery Plan
Implementation and
Reporting

A. Coordinate and Support Actions by Recovery Partners
B. Systematic Tracking of Recovery Project and Program
Implementation
C. Report Regional Progress in Salmon Recovery
D. Provide Information for State of Salmon in Watersheds Reports

Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management

A. Complete or Revise and Coordinate Recovery Plan Monitoring
Strategy
B. Synthesize Monitoring Information and Evaluate Progress of
Recovery
C. Coordinate Adaptive Management Process for Recovery Plan

Communication and
Outreach

A. Develop Communication and Outreach Materials
B. Organize and Facilitate Communication and Outreach Events

Finance Strategies
for Operations and
Implementation

A. Maintain, Enhance or Diversify Funding for Regional and Lead
Entity Operations
B. Develop, Coordinate and Implement Strategies to Finance
Recovery Plan Implementation

Priority Activities in Lead Entity Scope of Work
The 2009-2011 base grant awards for lead entities used the following four principal and
common priorities. We anticipate maintaining these priorities for the 2011-2013 grant
agreements.
•

Strategies. Revise lead entity strategies as needed to be consistent with applicable
recovery plans.
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•

Sponsor Outreach. Conduct outreach to project sponsors and the broader community
in developing habitat project proposals.

•

Project Lists. Develop project lists, including technical and citizen committee review
and ranking, consistent with board guidance and schedule.

•

Project Information. Provide basic project tracking and reporting information in
PRISM, and in HWS or an equivalent data management system, consistent with
statewide guidance.

A standard template for lead entities’ Scope of Work is tailored to fit each lead entity. This is
particularly true for Puget Sound lead entities that also use Puget Sound Acquisition and
Restoration (PSAR) capacity funds and may receive money to support watershed scale capacity
from the Puget Sound Partnership’s board-funded grant (base level).

Integration of Regional and Lead Entity Work
Four of the regional organizations are combined regional and lead entity organizations, while
three regional organizations have separate lead entities within their regional areas. Integration
of regional and lead entity work in the contracts is tailored to the organizational relationship.
Regardless of organizational structure, the scope of work aspects related to integration focus on:
1) continued consistency between lead entity strategies and projects and recovery plans, and 2)
improved coordination of tracking, reporting, and management of implementation information.

2011-2013 Capacity Funding Framework
Funding for regional organization and lead entity capacity can be considered in relation to the
board funds available for habitat projects as described in memo #5c. However, capacity funding
also can be viewed in relation to the funding provided from the much broader pool of funding
sources available for implementing regional recovery plans.
A recent study conducted with PCSRF funds estimated that annual funding for salmon recovery
habitat projects and related non-capital activities averaged about $120 million over the past
several years 1, of which about 19 percent is estimated to be available through the board. This
estimate is based on information available from the six regional organizations responsible for
coordinating recovery plan implementation in their areas. This shows that the role played by the
regional and lead entity organizations is broader than just the board’s funds and that any
capacity investment is important for leveraging and coordinating funding from many sources.

1

Funding for Salmon Recovery in Washington State, Evergreen Funding Consultants, March 2011
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In the event the board decides to reduce capacity funding below 2009-11 levels, GSRO would
work with the regions and lead entities to adjust scopes of work accordingly. Distribution of any
reduction in funds would be managed as directed by the board (i.e., as referenced under Item 5C).

Base Capacity Grants, 2009-11
The base grant awards for regional and lead entity organizational capacity in 2009-2011 can
provide a starting point for considering a stable funding level to support scopes of work for
2011-2013.
The following amounts are assumed as “status quo capacity” in memo #5C, which explains
possible approaches to the board’s allocation decision.
Regional Base Amount

$5,737,370

Lead Entity Base Amount

$3,126,000

Total 2011-2013 Base Amount

$8,863,370

Proposed Shifts in Funding
Within this base funding, GSRO, working with the regions and lead entities, proposes the
following adjustments to the way funds are distributed. There would be no other changes from
the approach used in 2009-11.
•

Move $200,000 from the Puget Sound Partnership regional grant to the Puget Sound
lead entities to support enhanced tracking, data management and reporting of
implementation information for use in monitoring, evaluation and adaptive
management processes and in communicating implementation results

•

Move $20,000 from the Foster Creek Lead Entity to the North Pacific Coast Lead
Entity.

Proposed “Adds” to Base Funding
In addition to the base amounts, GSRO is recommending that the board consider two items of
enhanced funding that could come from the returned funds we expect to receive from the
existing project and capacity contracts. Returned funds from 2009-11 capacity grants are likely
to be between $200,000 and $250,000.
•

Proposal #1: Allocate up to $250,000 for awards to Puget Sound lead entities for
reviewing and developing elements of a Puget Sound Steelhead recovery plan,
particularly elements related to watershed-scale strategies and actions.

•

Proposal #2: Allocate $20,000 through the Washington Coast regional grant to
support local facilitation and outreach for implementation of the Lake Ozette
Sockeye Recovery Plan.
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Next Steps
Throughout May, the GSRO, the regional organizations, and the lead entities will refine the
details of the work products and due dates for each contract.
Staff is asking the board for feedback on the direction the GSRO is heading with these broad
scopes of work and fiscal framework. Any major changes in scopes of work or changes in
funding allocations would be brought back to the board for direction. Final decisions (and
signature) on regional and lead entity agreements will be made by the RCO director.
The next steps in developing the operating grant agreements for regions and lead entities for
the 2011-13 biennium are as follows:
•

May 25 – Board decision on grant awards (contingent on availability of funds);

•

June 30 – Issue grant agreements with final scope of work and budget summaries.

Attachments
A. Region-by-Region Highlights
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Region-by-Region Work Highlights
A few major 2011-2013 work activities for each region are highlighted below:

Puget Sound
•

Increase operating funds for watersheds

•

Complete open standards approach for integrating salmon recovery into broader
Partnership performance management system and establish salmon recovery adaptive
management approach among the 14 watershed scale chapters, based on a common
framework and understanding.

•

Use Local Integrating Organizations to address habitat protection and water pollution
reduction components of salmon recovery

•

Make progress in completing a Puget Sound Steelhead Recovery Plan

Hood Canal
•

Continue incorporation of salmon recovery into comprehensive integrated watershed
management plan approach

•

Development of an effective adaptive management and monitoring program in the context
of an integrated watershed management approach

•

Review and update viable salmon population goals, h-integration (harvest, hatchery, habitat),
and marine near shore science and management

•

Develop habitat recovery goals and targets

Washington Coast
•

Regional Salmon Plan completion and implementation

•

Regional data coordination using NetMap and other tools

•

Identification of core watersheds for protection and restoration

•

Outreach and education strategy and program

Lower Columbia
•

Contributing to completion of final federal bi-state recovery plan for Lower Columbia

•

Improve ownership and participation in recovery and watershed plan actions

•

Improve tools to communicate progress and achievements
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•

Continue to explore long-term funding for Recovery Plan implementation

•

Continue development of monitoring designs for biological status and trends, habitat status
and trends, implementation/compliance, action effectiveness, uncertainty and validation
research, and programmatic evaluation, including a data management and communication
infrastructure

Snake River
•

Contribute to final federal Snake ESU/DPS recovery plan along with Oregon and Idaho

•

Finalize cost analysis and implement fund raising strategies

•

Define strategies and implement actions to balance federal levee vegetation policy and
salmon recovery objectives

•

Implement and report results of BPA programmatic approach for Tucannon River habitat

•

Implement IMW restoration plan and report outcomes

•

Implement Mill Creek fish passage project

Yakima Basin
•

Ensure project funding is used to implement priority recovery actions (specific trib passage
and floodplain improvement projects)

•

Ensure locally-developed Yakima Bull Trout Action Plan is incorporated into USFWS Bull
Trout Recovery Plan

•

Improve implementation scheduling and project tracking/reporting and link to NOAA,
RCO/GSRO, BPA, CBFWA and CRITFC databases and reports

•

Identify and fill gaps in habitat and project effectiveness monitoring

•

Build a robust outreach program that tells the story of salmon recovery in the Yakima Basin
to a broad audience

Upper Columbia
•

Follow through on Adaptive Management Process recommendations with plan updates and
additional data analysis

•

Convene regional All-H discussion to facilitate progress in all-H action

•

Demonstrate regional progress toward recovery across all Hs, and evaluate the local
economic impact of the effort
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Title:

Funding Scenarios within Board Framework and Budget

Prepared By:

Brian Abbott, Salmon Section Manager
Megan Duffy, Policy Specialist

Approved by the Director:
Proposed Action:

Decision

Summary
At its May meeting, the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) board must determine the
funding levels for the 2011 project grant round and capacity funding for the biennium. Staff is
suggesting that the board consider the two approaches described in this memo.

Board Decisions
The board will be asked to make the following decisions in May. Staff will have a presentation to
support the decision making process.
•

Set Target 2011 Grant Round Funding Amount

•

Approve Funding Level and Term for Lead Entity Contracts

•

Approve Funding Level and Term for Regional Organization Contracts

Notes

State Appropriations
At the time of this writing, the legislature has not adopted the operating or capital budgets for
the 2011-2013 biennium. The calculations presented in this memo may change if the legislature
adopts budgets that are inconsistent with our assumptions.
If the legislature has not adopted budgets by the date of the board meeting, the board can
either schedule a special board meeting or delegate decisions to the director with clear
allocation direction.

Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) will not determine the actual
federal fiscal year 2011 grant award for Washington State until late May or early June. The
calculations presented in this memo may change if the award differs from our assumptions.
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Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration
The board is not being asked to make decisions about Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration
(PSAR) funds for projects or capacity. The board has made decisions about those funds separately in the past, and staff recommends that the board continue to do so.

Background
The Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) funds both projects and activities with the federal
and state funds dedicated to salmon recovery in Washington State. Most of these funds are
allocated to three “buckets:” monitoring, capacity, and projects. The federal Pacific Coastal
Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF) grant award requires that monitoring expenditures be a
minimum of 10 percent of the PCSRF amount awarded to Washington each federal fiscal year.
Funding for capacity and projects, however, are not specifically set as a grant requirement.
Rather, project grant round and capacity funding levels are considered in light of Washington’s
annual PCSRF grant award and the state dollars appropriated by the Washington State
Legislature.
•

The board sets a target for the project grant round funding level on an annual basis.
This determines how much funding will be available for restoration/recovery projects in
each regional area.

•

Every two years, the board determines the funding levels for the lead entities and
regional organizations – the “capacity bucket.” Traditionally these organizations have
two-year contracts executed at the beginning of the biennium.

Additional background on the allocations and the work done by lead entities and regions is
provided in memos 5A and 5B.

Analysis

Available Funds
As of this writing, it appears that the federal PCSRF funding will be $80 million for federal fiscal
year 2011. At this level, Washington State hopes to receive its status quo funding level of $27.5
million. After allocations for hatcheries, RCO administration, and monitoring, the board will have
approximately $16 million from PCSRF to allocate to projects and capacity. The actual amount
depends on a grant decision from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; we
expect that decision in late May or early June.
Federal funding in the second year of the biennium (federal fiscal year 2012) is less certain. RCO
staff estimates that it could remain at a status quo level of $80 million, may be reduced to $65
million as included in the President’s FY 2012 budget, or even be as low as $50 million. This range
is based on potential PCSRF levels discussed at the Congressional level for federal fiscal year 2011.
All indications are that budget discussions at the federal level will increasingly focus on cuts.
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In addition to federal funds, the board may receive $10 million in state capital funds for the
biennium; approximately $300,000 of this would be allocated to RCO administration. The state
budget also includes about $1 million for lead entity operations 1. In the past, some of these
state funds have been set aside for other uses, such as the technical review panel and National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) small grants program. The scenarios below do not reserve
funding for the NFWF program, however, because the federal FY 2011 budget did not include an
appropriation for this program.

Returned Funds
“Returned funds” refers to money originally allocated to projects and activities that is then
returned when projects/activities either close without spending their entire budget or are not
completed. These dollars are returned to the overall budget. The board typically uses “returned
funds” for cost increases, capacity needs, and to increase the funding available for projects in
the upcoming grant round. As a point of comparison, the 2010 grant round used $16 million in
new funds and $4.1 million in return funds, for a total grant round of $20.1 million 2.
The board allocates returned funds separately from new funds, so they are not included in this
analysis. However, it should be noted that returned funds may be available to fund additional scope
of work items for regions and lead entities, and to increase project funding during the grant cycles.

Funding Scenarios
The “best case” scenario is that federal funding would remain at the $80 million level for federal
fiscal year 2012. In this circumstance, the funding levels from the 09-11 biennium could simply
carry forward.
To assist the board in its funding allocation discussion, staff has generated two additional
scenarios for the board’s consideration (Table 1). Under each scenario, PCSRF is identified at
$80 million for FY 2011. Scenario one assumes that PCSRF will be decreased to $65 million in FY
2012. Scenario two assumes that PCSRF will be decreased to $50 million in FY 2012.
These funding estimates are used in the approaches described later in the memo to indicate
how a reduced PCSRF funding level could affect the funds available for projects and capacity
over the course of the biennium.
Table 1

PCSRF 2011
PCSRF 12
State 2011-13
Total
Projects
Projects
Lead
Total
&
Monitoring Total
&
Monitoring Capital
Available
Entities
Capacity
Capacity
Funds
Scenario 1

$80

$16

$2.65

$65

$13.6

$2.2

$9.7

$1.0

$44.7

Scenario 2

$80

$16

$2.65

$50

$10.4

$1.7

$9.7

$1.0

$41.1

All figures in millions. Amounts shown subtract administration and Technical Review Panel.

1
2

The legislature had not adopted budgets for 2011-13 at the time of this writing. See note on page 1.
Returned funds are typically in the range of $2-4 million.
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Approaches to Reductions and Allocation Plans
At its May meeting, the board will need to consider how it wants to allocate funding for the
biennium, while managing the potential risk of reduced federal funding in the second year of
the biennium. As shown in the graph, staff recommends that the board consider its funding
decisions in two tiers:
•

First, how does the board want to approach potential funding reductions? (A), take
an estimated reduction across two years, or (B) maintain current levels and apply any
potential cuts in year 2?

•

Second, based on the selection above, how does the board want to allocate the
estimated funds to the project and capacity buckets?

Focusing

How does the board want to manage
the potential risk of cuts in year 2?

Question

Possible Approaches to
Potential Reduction

Possible Allocation

Anticipate cuts and spread
reduction across two years

Status quo
capacity,
project cuts

Cuts in both
capacity and
projects

Maintain current levels of
funding in first year, and take
any reductions during the
second year of the biennium

Determine funding for
projects in year 1

Plans
Year 2: Status
quo capacity,
project cuts

Year 2: Cuts in
both capacity
and projects

Notes on the Approaches
•

The board has three “buckets” – projects, monitoring, and capacity. However,
monitoring is set at a minimum of 10% of the federal award, so staff has removed it
from consideration in this exercise.

•

The comparisons on the following pages are based on base allocations, not actual
expenditures.
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Approach A: Anticipate cuts and spread reduction across two years.
Advantage:

Less impact in year 2, if there are budget reductions

Disadvantages:

Budget for year 2 is uncertain, and we may take cuts unnecessarily.
The approach estimates the levels of cut, rather than considering cuts in
light of actual numbers for year 2.

The following table shows potential impacts of two funding scenarios (PCSRF funding levels at
$65 million and at $50 million for year two of the biennium) and two allocation plans. The first
plan (“status quo capacity”) assumes that base funding for capacity is maintained; the second
(“09-11 ratio”) maintains the current ratio between projects and capacity. This would be base
funding for the grant round and capacity for the biennium.
----- Possible Allocation Plans -----

Table 2

Status Quo Capacity
Funding

SCENARIO #1:
$80 million PCSRF yr 1
$65 million PCSRF yr 2

SCENARIO #2:
$80 million PCSRF yr 1
$50 million PCSRF yr 2

09-11 Ratio

% Change
from 09-11

Funding

% Change
from 09-11

Monitoring

$4,860,000

$4,860,000

Capacity

$8,863,110

0%

$8,557,115

-3%

Projects

$30,982,681

-4%

$31,288,676

-3%

Total

$44,705,791

$44,705,791

Monitoring

$4,350,000

$4,350,000

Capacity

$8,863,110

0%

$7,886,024

-11%

Projects

$27,857,775

-14%

$28,834,861

-11%

Total

$41,070,885

$41,070,885

Decision: If the board chooses Approach A (spread reductions over two years), what level
of funding – or percent reduction – does the board want to apply for capacity and
projects?
Decision: How does the board want to direct the regional organizations and lead entities
to implement any such cut?
•

Regions only take cut

•

Regions and lead entities take the same percent cut

•

Each regional area work with lead entities to determine how to distribute a cut by
either June 10, 2011 or by submitting a required cost change amendment (i.e., the cut)
that is due by September 1, 2011 from any region not submitting their determination
by June 10.
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Approach B: Maintain current levels of funding in first year, and take
reductions in funding during the second year of the biennium.
Advantage:

Disadvantage:

Board would know the exact cuts needed to implement the budget; regions
and lead entities could plan on their own for potential reductions

Concentrates any negative financial impact into one year

The following table shows how this could play out in the same two funding scenarios (PCSRF
funding levels at $65 million and at $50 million for year two of the biennium) and two allocation
plans. The board would not decide on its actual approach (i.e., how to allocate any cuts if
needed) until May 2012.
•

Both plans assume that base funding for capacity is maintained in the first year; one
approach continues that status quo funding continuing in year 2, while the other
reduces it according to the 09-11 ratio.

•

Both plans assume a project grant round of approximately $16.2 million in new funds
for 2011; about 45 percent of the state capital funds would be used in the first year of
the biennium. Returned funds are NOT assumed in the total amount.

Table 3

----- Possible Allocation Plans Year 2 ----Year 1
Funding

Status Quo
Capacity

% Change
from
09-11
Yr 1

SCENARIO #1:
$80 million PCSRF yr 1
$65 million PCSRF yr 2

SCENARIO #2:
$80 million PCSRF yr 1
$50 million PCSRF yr 2

09-11
Ratio

Yr 2

% Change
from
09-11
Yr 1

Yr 2

Monitoring

$2,650,000

$2,210,000

Capacity

$4,431,555

$4,431,555

0%

0%

$4,127,645

0%

-7%

Projects

$16,194,061

$14,788,621

0%

-9%

$15,092,531

0%

-7%

Total $23,275,616

$21,430,176

$21,430,176
$1,700,000

$2,210,000

Monitoring

$2,650,000

$1,700,000

Capacity

$4,431,555

$4,431,555

0%

0%

$3,456,553

0%

-22%

Projects

$16,194,061

$11,663,714

0%

-28%

$12,638,716

0%

-22%

Total $23,275,616

$17,795,269

$17,795,269

Decision: If the board chooses Approach B (focus any reductions in year two), what level
of project funding does it want to set for the 2011 cycle? The board typically sets a target
funding level, and uses returned funds to minimize the amount of new funds needed to
achieve it.
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Decision: If the board chooses Approach B, staff will need direction with regard to the
appropriate contractual mechanism for funding the regional organizations and lead
entities. Options include:
•
•
•

Two-year contracts with two-year scope of works
Two-year contracts with two-year scope of works and one year’s worth of funding
One-year contracts with the ability to amend for a second year of funding

Staff recommends that the appropriate contractual mechanism for funding the regional
organizations and lead entities is a two-year grant agreement with a two-year scope of work
and with a one-year budget, pending a board decision on second year funding by May 2012.
Cost change amendments could add second year funds.

Next Steps
Staff will present this information to the board, as well as any updates regarding the state
budget, at its May meeting. Staff will ask for decisions about funding levels and contract
mechanisms at that time. The region and lead entity contracts need to be in place by July 1,
2011.
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Title:

Monitoring Contract Approval: Intensively Monitored Watersheds

Prepared By:

Ken Dzinbal, Monitoring Program Executive Coordinator

Approved by the Director:
Proposed Action:

Decision

Summary
Funding for the Intensively Monitored Watersheds (IMW) program will expire in June. This multiyear monitoring program relies on annual funding from the monitoring portion of the annual
Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF) award.
PCSRF funds are expected to be available later this summer. However, the next opportunity for
the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (board) to consider funding this program would be at its
August 31 meeting, well after the current funding expires. To avoid disruption to this long-term
monitoring program, Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) staff is asking the board to
delegate contract signature authority to the Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) director,
contingent upon receipt of 2011 PCSRF funds.

Staff Recommendation
RCO staff recommends that the board delegate contract signature authority for the Intensively
Monitored Watersheds Program to the director, pending receipt of 2011 PCSRF funds.

Proposed Motion Language
Move to authorize the Director to approve up to $1,467,000 for one year of IMW monitoring,
through June 2012, pending receipt of 2011 PCSRF funds.

Background
The Intensively Monitored Watersheds program is designed to determine whether restoration
efforts result in more salmon. The monitoring plan calls for a 10-year program duration. The
program is currently in its seventh year. An independent science review of the program in 2006
found that the program “as currently designed is capable of assessing fish population response
at the watershed scale resulting from restoration actions.” In 2009, the Washington Forum on
Monitoring conducted a programmatic review of the effort and determined that the IMW
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program remains a high priority monitoring need, and is consistent with the state’s Comprehensive Monitoring Strategy. Preliminary results from the IMW effort were most recently presented
to the board in October 2010, and at the April 2011 Salmon Recovery Conference.
The funding for the IMW program is directly linked to the PCSRF funding cycle. Delays in receipt
of PCSRF funds over the past several years have disrupted the normal funding cycle for this
program. Thus, the current agreement with the Department of Ecology expires in June 2011.
That end date optimistically assumed that the 2011 PCSRF grant would be approved in time for
renewal before the expiration. At this time, it appears that 2011 PCSRF funds will not be
available until later this summer.

Analysis
If the IMW program is not extended, the board will lose much more than one year’s worth of data.
The interruption will largely void our ability to meet statistical requirements to evaluate trends
over an unbroken time series of annual data. Simply put, this would significantly compromise the
value of our previously completed field work, and greatly reduce the value of future work.
Given that the funding timeframe remains delayed by 2 to 3 months, staff suggests that the
board take the following actions:
•

Authorize the director to fund IMW monitoring from July 2011 through June 2012, up to
$1,467,000, with 2011 PCSRF funds (this represents no increase in funding for the IMW
program over the past several years).

Next Steps
If the board delegates authority to the director, staff will work with the Washington Department
of Ecology to complete an interagency agreement amendment.
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DRAFT

SALMON RECOVERY FUNDING BOARD SUMMARIZED MEETING AGENDA
AND ACTIONS, MAY 25, 2011
Agenda Items without Formal Action
Item

Follow-up Actions

Management Report

No follow-up activities

Salmon Recovery Management Reports

Staff should pull back funds and terminate the contract for the
Bear River estuary. RCO will hold funds for the project for
future. By August, staff should complete an audit of public
engagement process for this project.

Reports from Partners

No follow-up activities

Budget Update

No follow-up activities

Agenda Items with Formal Action
Item

Formal Action

Follow-up Actions

Minutes

APPROVED as presented

No follow-up activities

Recognizing the Service of
Phil Miller

APPROVED a resolution recognizing the
service of Phil Miller

No follow-up activities

Recognizing the Service of
Ken Dzinbal

APPROVED a resolution recognizing the
service of Ken Dzinbal

No follow-up activities

Funding Allocation
Decisions

APPROVED status quo capacity funding for
two years, changes to the capacity
allocation, a target grant round of $18
million for 2011, and $750,000 for cost
increases.

RCO/GSRO staff and director to
implement funding allocation decision,
including contracts for lead entities
and regions.
GSRO to report on Puget Sound
Steelhead allocation to lead entities
and contract deliverables (December)

Monitoring Contract
Approval: Intensively
Monitored Watersheds

May 2011

APPROVED $1.47 million and extension for
the IMW contract, pending availability of

RCO staff and director to implement
funding and extension.

PCSRF funds for FFY 2011.
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SALMON RECOVERY FUNDING BOARD SUMMARY MINUTES
Date:

May 25, 2011

Place: Room 172, Natural Resources Building, Olympia, WA

It is intended that this summary be used with the notebook provided in advance of the meeting. A recording
is retained by RCO as the formal record of meeting.

Salmon Recovery Funding Board Members Present:
Bud Hover, Chair
David Troutt
Harry Barber
Josh Brown

Okanogan County
DuPont
Washougal
Kitsap County

Melissa Gildersleeve
Sara LaBorde
Carol Smith
Mike Barber
Craig Partridge

Department of Ecology
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission
Department of Transportation
Department of Natural Resources

Opening and Welcome
Chair Bud Hover called the meeting to order at 9:04 a.m. and a quorum was determined. The chair
introduced new member Josh Brown of Kitsap County.
Josh Brown moved to adopt the agenda.
Seconded by:
David Troutt
Motion: APPROVED
David Troutt moved to adopt the March minutes.
Seconded by:
Harry Barber
Motion: APPROVED

Management and Partner Reports
Management Status Report
Director’s Report: RCO Director Kaleen Cottingham noted that, through the work of the Salmon
Recovery Funding Board (board), the agency was recognized by the Nisqually Land Trust. She asked if
there were any questions about the fiscal report, and noted that the bulk of uncommitted funds are
related to hatchery projects.
Legislative and Budget Update: Steve McLellan noted the current budget situation, and that it still
appeared that it would be approved today. He discussed the following legislative issues:
• The boards and commissions bill passed; this board was removed from the list of those being
eliminated.
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•

•
•
•

The natural resources consolidation bill was revived. It’s unclear whether it will pass, but most
of the cuts were included the budget that is expected to pass. The RCO’s existing work with
the PSP meets the intent of the law.
The Discover Pass bill was passed and signed by the Governor.
The bill to consolidate the hydraulics and forest practices permits and restructure fees did not
pass, and therefore the budgets include significant cuts to both programs.
On habitat and critical areas issues on agricultural lands, the conservation commission will be
seeking federal funding to implement the Ruckelshaus Center’s facilitated legislation.

The board had no questions on the policy report or performance management reports.
Salmon Recovery Management Reports
Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office: Phil Miller, Executive Coordinator, highlighted personnel
changes in the section, noting that they intend to fill the vacant science position, pending budget
results, as well as his position after he retires in June. He and Jennifer Johnson then addressed work
being done for future State of Salmon reports. Jennifer noted that they are working on tracking and
reporting data in general, and that they need a reporting system that interfaces with existing systems
and is more representative of what is happening at the regional level. They are looking at a number of
technical and process solutions to provide better consistency in data and messaging. Phil noted that
they have a vision of where they would like to be, but that it will take more than one cycle to get
there.
Member H. Barber reminded them to look at wild versus hatchery fish. Member Troutt suggested that
if there’s a region that is ahead of the rest, they should present the information; GSRO should not wait
for the report to be “perfect”.
Chair Hover thanked Phil for his work, noting his key role in the Upper Columbia. The chair also
thanked David Troutt for his participation at a recent WIR conference that addressed issues related to
the Endangered Species Act.
Monitoring: Ken Dzinbal noted that the Washington Forum on Monitoring sunsets on June 30, and
that they are wrapping up the last items, as described in the staff memo. The board will get advice on
board-funded monitoring programs from the GSRO in the future. Chair Hover thanked him for his
work, noting that monitoring is critical to presenting the case for salmon recovery.
Grant Management: Grant managers Tara Galuska and Mike Ramsey highlighted five projects of
interest: Minkler Lake Acquisition (02-1620A); Squaxin Island Pier and Bulkhead Removal (10-1781);
North Fork Little Hoquiam Dam Removal (07-1747R); Strawberry Plant Restoration Construction (081971); and South Fork Skokomish Large Woody Debris (06-2302R and 07-1657R). Board members
expressed pleasure with the outcomes of the projects.
Salmon Section Manager Brian Abbott recapped the project conference, noting the strong attendance
and final costs. TVW recorded portions of the conference, and they are now streamed to the web. All
of the session presentations also are available online. The conference evaluation is underway, and
staff will provide the results to the board. Chair Hover and David Troutt noted that it was a good
conference and complimented staff efforts.
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Bear River Estuary: Brian Abbott and Kat Moore provided a short briefing on the Bear River Estuary
project, including the project background, location, and the Environmental Impact Statement for the
larger plan and project. Director Cottingham noted that all of the public comment was available
online, and distributed a printed copy to board members for reference. Abbott reviewed the major
themes of the comments opposing and promoting the project. Moore provided a map and described
the portions of the project that would be performed under the board grant, noting that it does not
fund the Riekkola Unit.
In response to a question from Chair Hover, Abbott confirmed that the board provided $55,000 for
the design of two fish ladders in 2000. The ladders are in need of repair, and would be removed under
the new grant. Member Troutt asked when the Comprehensive Conservation Plan (CCP) would be
finalized. Moore noted that the plan is final but that they have not yet selected an option. Member
LaBorde asked if the current design leaves the Riekkola Unit completely protected. Moore responded
that the design removes the unit, but the current grant funding does not include construction on that
unit.
Member Barber asked if it reestablishes estuary function in the entire area, and what the benefits are
to fish in terms of productivity. Moore responded that about 500 of the 760 acres would be restored
with the current grant. Charlie Stenvall, Refuge Manager with the USFWS, was invited to the table to
respond, and stated that this is project promotes foraging, not spawning habitat.
Chair Hover noted that he has concerns on many levels. The board relies on the local process,
including citizen and technical reviews. This project got through with high marks, but he is concerned
that the USFWS gave tacit approval without having completed their process. Doing so may have
corrupted the process by appearing to have pre-selected one of three options.
Chair Hover asked Charlie Stenvall to answer board questions. Member Brown asked for an overview
of the Environment Impact Statement (EIS) alternatives. Stenvall described the three options: no
action; remove all three dikes; and remove only two of the dikes (leaving the Riekkola dike in place).
There are two separate processes: the board’s process and the USFWS’s CPP process. The latter began
in 2008, and it is about a year behind schedule. They are looking at a variety of funding sources, but
they are not moving forward until the decision is made.
Member H. Barber asked him to point out the hunting areas on the map. Stenvall pointed out the
regulated areas for duck and goose hunting. The areas are required under the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act and Duck Stamp Act, but the acts do not specify management activity. The area will
be open to hunting after the dike is removed. Member Troutt noted that the Nisqually Refuge also
used Duck Stamp money, and restored the estuary.
General Public Comment
Jon Kaino, Pacific County Commissioner stated that they had submitted a letter asking for defunding.
He does not want to argue the merit of the project, only the process, which he believes did not meet
statutory intent of the public involvement and comment periods. The county takes responsibility for
the problem, and is working to fix it. Further, the project proposal was erroneous, stating that the
USFWS had completed the CCP update and that the landowner had agreed to remove the dikes. On
the date the application was submitted, the process was just beginning. There is compelling evidence
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that the integrity of the local process is in question. Mr. Kaino provided copies of his comments to the
board, along with a copy of the application.
Key McMurry, Key Environmental Solutions, indicated that she would submit comments in writing. She
noted her background in salmon recovery and board-funded projects. She believes that there is a
vocal minority opposing the project. She stated that the Bear River estuary project, which is option
two in the CCP, is the best option. She believes that the opposition is not based in science and
encouraged the board to consider recent studies. McMurry concluded by saying that the process had
integrity.
John Arrabito, Washington Waterfowl Association, read the project proposal’s response to a question
about community contact, noting that recreational groups who use the area for waterfowl hunting
were not contacted. He stated that since the area is primarily funded from duck stamp funds, and they
should have been notified. He stated that his group did not speak out against the project before now
because they were not notified. He also noted that there is no gravel for spawning, only a mudflat,
and that he has not heard before now that the project was not intended to provide spawning habitat.
Ducks and endangered geese will not be able to survive in saltwater.
Steve Gray, citizen, distributed a handout for the record. He reiterated the comment that there is no
gravel behind the dikes or in the streams for spawning habitat. He attended one meeting in 2008, and
stated that all public members who were there opposed the project. He fully supports salmon
recovery, but does not think this is a good salmon project.
Kerby Couch, citizen, stated that he fishes and hunts, and is opposed to the project. He believes that
the only people supporting the project are those who are going to benefit financially. He reiterated
the comments that (1) the meeting in 2008 yielded only opposition and (2) there was no outreach to
recreational users. He acknowledged that there is peer-reviewed scientific data, but that the
application excluded any data that contradicted the assumptions. He referred to other studies, and
said that the creeks do not support salmon. He provided written comments for the record.
Ed Bowen, citizen, stated that his comments are not limited to Bear River, and that he wanted to
comment on public outreach along the coast. He believes there needs to be more outreach to the
public at all stages. He suggested that there needs to be more involvement of citizen science and that
the board should direct the regional organization to include more outreach in the recovery plan.
John McAninch, citizen, believes that as a state agency, the board needs to implement projects that
benefit citizens overall. Many citizens were not notified, and he asked the board to review how it
could fix that. He noted that there is no projected benefit in terms of numbers of salmon for this
project or others, stating that there are counts after restorations, but not before. He noted the
Nisqually refuge as an example. This is a violation of the original intent of the refuge and its primary
funding source. He believes the statements by the sponsors are misrepresentations. He also
questioned the award of a contract prior to the close of public comment and permitting.
Dick Jenson, citizen, referenced the Nisqually project, and noted that there were thousands of geese
before the restoration. He stated that there was no benefit to salmon by creating an estuary. He
reported that people can no longer use the refuge.
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Ron Craig, project sponsor, stated that he was not doing this for monetary benefit and did not lie in his
application. On this project, they invited the county to sit in on the design, so they knew what the plan
was. The sponsor submitted all of the required county applications, even though it is federal land, in
case they had a question. Craig’s group asked the county if they wanted to do joint public meetings
and the county said no. They contacted the landowners about where the tide would come in, and
worked with them to let them know what would happen. Chair Hover asked why the public pushback
was just happening now. Craig responded that some of the speakers knew about it in 2008 and he
could only guess that the hunters just recently realized which areas would be flooded. He conceded
that the outreach to the groups was done by the refuge, not the sponsor.
Mike Johnson, lead entity coordinator, stated that Ducks Unlimited is on the citizen committee, and
that they were asked to meet with their peer groups. They have a month and a half to review before
evaluation.
Board Discussion
Member H. Barber asked about the difference between this project and the one they saw at Willapa
Bay, which also involved dike removal. Director Cottingham noted that it also was difficult to get
approval for that project, and Brian Abbott noted that a key difference is tidal levels. A member of the
audience noted that they didn’t know about that project in time to voice their opposition, but that
seeing the effect motivated them to pay attention to this project.
Member Troutt noted that the board needs to assess the local outreach and whether it works. He
does not question the fish benefits of the project, noting that it scored well. He noted that the project
is conditioned not to proceed until the CCP is completed and permits issued. In his opinion, the board
needs to be clear that funds are not available for the project until the CCP is completed and permits
are in place. Member Troutt noted that this is a rare and unique situation, but that the board needs to
figure out what happened to cause the process failure.
Chair Hover noted concern that this project got in front of the CCP process, and that situation –
funding in place for a specific option – places the integrity of the CCP process in question. He wants
to protect the integrity of the board process. He doesn’t think that the sponsor intended to be
dishonest, but could see how there would be a perception that one option was a foregone conclusion.
Further, there could have been misinformation as the process was moved forward.
Member H. Barber noted that over 60 percent of estuary function has been lost in Willapa Bay, and
that it is a concern. He thinks the procedural concerns are real. He thinks there is a real issue that the
board and staff need to address – ducks versus fish.
Member Smith suggested that they need to separate the project footprint from the USFWS project
footprint because the impacts will be different. She suspects that the sensitivities regarding the
Riekkola unit might be different from the whole unit.
Member LaBorde concurred that there is a technical side and a public process side; like the other
members, she agrees with the technical side, but that they need to know what happened on the
public process side.
Member Troutt suggested pulling back the funds, terminating the contract, holding the funds in
abeyance, having a staff audit of the process, and then deciding how to proceed at the next meeting.
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Member Brown concurred. Member H. Barber asked if there was any liability associated with this
action. Director Cottingham noted that the contract allows such a termination.
Member Troutt moved to pull back funds, terminate the contract, hold the funds for the future for
this project, have staff audit the public engagement process, and make a decision on the whether
to reissue a contract after there are assurances about the public process that protect the integrity
of the SRFB process. Brown seconded.
Motion APPROVED
Partner Reports
Council of Regions Report: Jeff Breckel, Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board referenced the funding
report and suggested that they all should be using the report to think about long-term funding
issues. They are trying to think about how to set priorities and implement the plans across the state
and regions.
Lead Entity Advisory Group Report: Barbara Rosenkotter presented the LEAG report, thanking staff
for the project conference. She noted the PRISM and Habitat Work Schedule interface is in use, and
they are looking forward to building on it in the future. She referenced the board’s discussion about
Bear River, and said that these issues should be resolved at the local level. She suggested that the
board not “tinker” with it too much.
Regional Fisheries Enhancement Groups (RFEGs): Lance Winecka, Executive Director of the South
Puget Sound RFEG, presented on behalf of the 14 RFEGs, noted that they are continually learning how
to improve public outreach. He noted the work of the RFEGs and their monitoring results, as
described in the materials provided in the notebooks (item 3C).
State Agency Partners
Sara Laborde, Department of Fish and Wildlife, noted that the habitat program budget was hit hard.
For our August meeting, she will brief the board on their efforts to work with local partners to develop
the size and scope of permit streamlining. She also noted that they will soon have a beta version of a
hatchery and harvest component in Habitat Work Schedule.
Carol Smith, Conservation Commission, thinks that the challenges ahead from the budget will be
similar to what they’ve experienced in this biennium. They may merge some districts. She noted that
they have a new voluntary stewardship program. Counties can opt in to deal with critical areas
ordinances on agricultural land. They will seek federal funding for the program.
Mike Barber, Department of Transportation, noted that they have eight fish-related projects moving
ahead this summer. DOT anticipates a large reduction in transportation projects in the future, and this
will affect opportunities for fish passage and mitigation projects. However, they are getting an
increase in the dedicated funding for fish passage program and chronic environmental deficiencies.
Craig Partridge, Department of Natural Resources, reiterated that the budget will be a hit. Based on
legislation from a previous session, they are evaluating methods of incentivizing working forest
landowners to stay with forestry, in particular ecosystem service markets. They also want to do some
work on watershed service markets, based on feedback from stakeholders.
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Melissa Gildersleeve, Ecology, said they would be taking a big cut in the water resources program.
Watershed planning work also is cut back to key watersheds.
Budget Update
Steve McLellan noted that the Senate still has to pass the operating budget, but that RCO will have
about a 5 percent cut. The overall capital budget is down, but salmon-related bond programs were
funded at the level requested in the Governor’s budget. PSAR and ESRP have restrictions on state
agency acquisitions.
On the federal budget, he noted that the level of the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF)
award would be lower than anticipated. For fiscal year 2012, there is no clear indication of what the
level will be. There are still many contingencies.

Board Decisions
The board took action on four topics, as follows.
Recognition of Service for GSRO Executive Coordinator Phil Miller
The board and audience members recognized the service of Phil Miller, who will retire from state
service in June.
Josh Brown moved to adopt Resolution 2011-02 to recognize the service of Phil Miller.
Seconded by:
David Troutt
Motion:
APPROVED
Recognition of Service for Monitoring Forum Executive Coordinator Ken Dzinbal
The board recognized the service of Ken Dzinbal, who will leave the RCO after the Forum sunsets in
June 2011.
David Troutt moved to adopt Resolution 2011-03 to recognize the service of Ken Dzinbal.
Seconded by:
Josh Brown
Motion:
APPROVED
Funding Allocation Decisions
Megan Duffy presented the board’s funding framework and historical funding.
Phil Miller then provided information about the draft scopes of work for the lead entity and regional
contracts in 2011-13. He proposed base funding levels for the contracts and changes to the
distribution of funds; regions would receive about $5.5 million for the biennium, while lead entities
would receive about $3.3 million. Finally, he proposed two additional items for the scopes of work,
and suggested that they be paid for with returned funds. Board members asked about the need,
responsibility, and timeline for the Puget Sound steelhead plan. Rebecca Ponzio, from the Puget
Sound Partnership, stated that they do not yet know the details of how the plan will be developed;
they will work with NOAA, lead entities, and the Puget Sound Recovery Council to determine details
of work by Puget Sound lead entities and more specific timing of work products to support
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development of the steelhead recovery plan. After NOAA finishes their population identification, the
funds would go to the lead entities for local processes to connect the watershed information to the
plan; the actual deliverables will vary.
Megan Duffy then provided a series of funding scenarios for board consideration. She noted that the
funds available from the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF) are likely to be lower for fiscal
year 2011 than anticipated in the memo, and that the charts in the presentation reflected that change.
This would mean $2.575 million for monitoring and (potentially) $16 million for projects and capacity.
Otherwise, presentations and funding tables were consistent with the memos 5A, 5B, and 5C.
Comments from Regions and Lead Entities
Jeff Breckel and Alex Conley presented the perspective of the regional organizations as described in a
position paper that they distributed. Breckel stated that the regions encouraged the board to approve
a contract, scope of work, and funding for capacity to cover two years. They believe that one-year
contracts do not give incentives to look for savings and efficiencies because there is no guarantee
that the funds would help offset potential reductions in the second year. Conley noted that the risk of
larger cuts in year two is manageable with future returned funds, revisiting the allocation to
monitoring, savings, or other funding sources.
Barbara Rosenkotter supported the position paper presented by the regional organizations and
presented the perspective of the lead entities, noting that none of the work gets done without the
local efforts. Some lead entities are barely hanging on with the currently available funding; many are
at a critical juncture where cuts would mean the loss of lead entities. This is especially true in Puget
Sound, where the PSAR capacity has been cut. Without capacity, there are no projects. She
acknowledged that big hits in year two would require creative solutions, but says it is preferable to
have an additional year of full funding.
Public Comment
Ed Bowen, citizen and member of the Lake Ozette Steering Committee, stated that the board funds are
their lifeblood. About $1800 of the last allocation went to public outreach, and they are working to
improve it. He would like GSRO to ask what the local groups need and help leverage multiple funding
partners. He suggested that the board think about setting aside funding just for sockeye recovery and
that returned funds go to a short list of projects for sockeye recovery, subject to board approval.
Jeff Breckel, Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board, spoke about the Lower Columbia monitoring funds
in the PCSRF budget. He suggested that it would have been useful to involve the region regarding
tradeoffs, because it is the most critical monitoring priority in the region. He said that they should
look at the overall monitoring funds related to PCSRF; he thinks that fish in/fish out is more important
than intensively monitored watersheds.
Board Discussion
Member H. Barber asked about the expectations for the Lower Columbia monitoring. Member
LaBorde responded that they were clear with NOAA that it could be continued only at $27.5 million or
more. It’s very important to NOAA and it is critical monitoring. Megan noted that the state assumed
that if NOAA wanted funding for the monitoring, it would be in addition to the $25.75 million in
funding.
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Member Smith noted that it was important to preserve capacity, and suggested that the board
maintain the status quo.
Member H. Barber noted that projects also involve people, because they are often done by RFEGs.
Member Troutt noted that the lead entities are not fully funded under the current system. He believes
that capacity is more important than projects because the lead entities would find other project funds.
David Troutt moved to maintain status quo capacity for two years. Josh Brown seconded.
Motion passed 3-1. Barber opposed.
Based on that decision, Duffy presented a new approach (Approach C), which includes the status quo
capacity funding for two years, changes to the capacity allocation as requested, a target grant round
of $18 million for 2011, and a minimum of $750,000 for cost increases in projects.
David Troutt moved to approve the 2011 Fund Allocation, Approach C as presented on May 25, 2011.
• Fund regional organizations and lead entities up to $8,863,110 for state biennium 2011-13.
•

The funding for regional organizations and lead entities will be distributed consistent with
the 09-11 biennial distribution, except that $200,000 from the Puget Sound Partnership
regional grant shall be moved to the Puget Sound lead entities, and $20,000 from the Foster
Creek Lead Entity shall be moved to the North Pacific Coast Lead Entity.

•

Set a target 2011 grant round amount of $18 million.

•

Set aside a minimum of $750,000 for cost increases in projects.

Seconded by:
Motion:

Josh Brown
APPROVED

David Troutt moved to adopt Proposal 1 and 2 (allocate up to $250,000 for awards to Puget Sound
lead entities for reviewing and developing elements of a Puget Sound Steelhead recovery plan and
to allocate $20,000 through the Washington Coast regional grant to support local facilitation and
outreach for implementation of the Lake Ozette Sockeye Recovery Plan).
Seconded by:
Motion:

Josh Brown
Approved

Board members expressed concern that the funding request for the Puget Sound Steelhead recovery
plan did not include specific deliverables. Phil Miller agreed to provide an update on the funding
allocation and deliverables in the December GSRO report.
Funding for Intensively Monitored Watersheds
Ken Dzinbal presented background information on the Intensively Monitored Watersheds program,
noting that it is integral to recovery program. It has been supported with about $1.4 million annually
from PCSRF for many years. The grant contract expires in June, so the request is for the board to
again delegate authority to the director to extend the contract, and fund it when PCSRF funds
become available.
Member Troutt asked Dzinbal to respond to Jeff Breckel’s comment about preference for fish in/fish
out over IMW in the Lower Columbia. Dzinbal invited Bill Ehinger, Department of Ecology, to the table
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to respond. Ehinger responded that the former indicates the number of fish, while the latter tries to
explain the “why” behind the numbers and whether the projects are effective. Dzinbal noted that
some of the IMW effort includes some fish in/fish out work. Ehinger reviewed the reasons for setting
up the IMWs, and stated that how one compares the two types of monitoring depends on which
question the board wants to answer.
Member Troutt also would like to know what it would take to create a fall Chinook IMW, and
expressed frustration that they have not been able to get that information for him. Dzinbal responded
that they did additional work on the question, and found that experts had believed that answering
questions about Chinook would take a different approach than an IMW. Developing the ideas of
those experts into a proposal was delayed by funding availability, but it is still worth pursuing.
Member Troutt suggested that monitoring funds be given to the regions to award to their local
priorities. Member Partridge noted that NOAA would not look favorably on that approach. Director
Cottingham reminded the board that they used that approach in the past, but changed it so that they
could do monitoring holistically. She also noted that the new GSRO position would be working with
the regions on monitoring. Director Cottingham also reminded the board that their framework for
monitoring was set up a few years ago and was reviewed by the Forum in 2010. This recommendation
is consistent with that framework.
David Troutt moved to authorize the Director to approve up to $1,467,000 for one year of IMW
monitoring, through June 2012, pending receipt of 2011 PCSRF funds.
Seconded by:
Harry Barber
Motion:
APPROVED
Public Comment
Steve Martin, Snake River Region, provided information about steelhead and Chinook IMW in the
Snake River Region, which is funded through PCSRF. There is exciting information and results coming
from these IMWs, and suggested that it be a topic at an upcoming meeting.
Alex Conley, Mid-Columbia Region, suggested that the board should have a discussion about
monitoring priorities in a post-Forum world. The regions have recovery plans, and the monitoring
program should be consistent with them.

Final Comments
Director Cottingham reminded the board that the next meeting would be August 31 and September 1
at the DNR office in Ellensburg.
Meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m.
Approved by:
________________________________________

______________________

Bud Hover, Chair
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